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to thenp@googlegroups.com

[confidential: this information is not to be shared without permission of the sender]

Brothers,
I've added you all to a new Google Group email group. It doesn't change much. It ensures that when you 
email the group (through the address th...@googlegroups.com) you will be emailing the most current list for
the Partnership. It also avoids the clutter of the long list of names on the top of our emails. Let me know if 
this does something funky to your emails. Also let me know if you haven't received an email from me for a
few weeks!
JK 

1.Additions (94 elders in 38 presbyteries)
TE Ian Hard (Iowa)
TE Worth Carson (South Florida)
RE Andre Fowlkes (SE Alabama)
RE Bruce Terrell (Metro New York)

2. Updates:
1. Nominating Committee: 13 Partnership members on committee. Note vacancies listed below
2. Review of Presbytery Records: 9 Partnership members on committee. Lots of vacancies to fill. This 
committee will have to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial 
action rather than overture. Bless you 
brothers!
3. Overtures Committee: 6   Partnership members. Likely many of you haven't signed up for CofC assignments 
yet. It'd be great to work with you brothers here. Due to a shift in our rules all business must run through 
Overtures. The significance of this 
super committee to the work of the Assembly has only increased.
4. The intinction measure has been defeated somewhere around 900-450 against adoption (so far).

3.To Do
1. Volunteer for committee work   in Presbyteries where there are vacancies on either Nominating or RPR 
(Please correct this list if I'm in error!). These are Partnership Presbyteries where we could fill vacancies:
Ascension (NC, RPR)
Central Indiana (NC)
Gulf Stream (NC, RPR)
Ohio Valley (RPR)
South Florida (RPR)

https://groups.google.com/


SE Alabama (NC, RPR)
Warrior (NC, RPR)

2. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work; it's how we steer the ship.

3. Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching out to them 
about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries
Catawba Valley
Central Carolina   
Central Georgia
Covenant
Eastern Carolina   
Eastern Pennsylvania
Fellowship
Great Lakes 
Gulf Coast
Heartland
Heritage 
Mississippi Valley
Nashville
New Jersey 
New River
New York State
North Florida   
Northern California
Illiana
Northern new Eng   
NW Georgia
Pacific
Philadelphia 
Philadelphia MW
Piedmont Triad
Platte Valley   
Providence
South Texas 
SE Louisiana
S. New England   
SW Florida
Westminster
Wisconsin

4.What's Next
1.Committee nominations. Every able man should be willing. I've talked to a number of men in our 
denomination who have recommended the following in order of importance: 1. Nominating Committee 2. 
Review of Presbytery Records 3. Overtures Committee of Commissioners. You can conceivably stand for all 



three of these if you really want that Presbyter of the year award, but my recommendation is to do both 1 
and 3 if they are available to you. This is how we help to steer the ship. 

2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues and 
candidates in confidence. This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding 
recommended courses of action. These are only 
given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   as they come available. As soon as these overtures are received by 
the denominational offices and accessible I will make them available to this list for discussion.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

1.Additions (97 elders in 38 presbyteries)

TE Bob Flayhart (Evangel)

TE Steve Jeantet (Southwest Florida)

2. Updates:

1. Nominating Committee: 16 Partnership members on committee. Note vacancies listed below



2. Review of Presbytery Records: 9 Partnership members on committee. Lots of vacancies to fill. This 
committee will have to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial 
action rather than overture. 

3. Overtures Committee: 6   Partnership members. It'd be great to work with you brothers here. Due to a shift 
in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of 
the Assembly has only increased.

3.To Do

1. Volunteer for committee work   in Presbyteries where there are vacancies on either Nominating or RPR 
(Please correct this list if I'm in error!). These are Partnership Presbyteries where we could fill vacancies:

Ascension (NC, RPR)

Gulf Stream (NC, RPR)

Ohio Valley (RPR)

South Florida (RPR)

SE Alabama (NC, RPR)

Warrior (NC, RPR)

2. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work; it's how we steer the ship.

3. Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching out to them 
about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina    

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Carolina    

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes 

Gulf Coast



Heartland

Heritage 

Mississippi Valley

Nashville

New Jersey 

New River

New York State

North Florida    

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng    

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia 

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Platte Valley    

Providence

South Texas 

SE Louisiana

S. New England    

Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1.Committee nominations. If your presbytery is still electing members to the Special committees (esp. 
Nominating and Review of Presbytery Records) please consider serving there. We also need to begin filling 
the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for you to find spots on the Overtures committee 
because there is a greater understanding of the importance of that committee among the typical presbyter. 



2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues and 
candidates in confidence. This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding 
recommended courses of action. These are only 

given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   as they come available. As soon as these overtures are received by 
the denominational offices and accessible I will make them available to this list for discussion.

4. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

5. Resources

Over on the Partnership website (thenationalpartnership.com) we have a number of profitable discussions 
proposed including:

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Overture 1 – revision of the Assembly's order of business to ensure that the most critical work is finished by 
the greatest representation of the Assembly body. 

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I'm going to post the proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) that our presbytery 
will soon debate. It may be instructive for you if you are in a presbytery, like ours, where we struggle to 
operate as a church for our TEs. 
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'col116')

1.Additions (99 elders in 40 presbyteries)

TE Kevin Twit (Nashville)

TE Shane Gibson (SE Louisiana)

2. Updates:

1. Nominating Committee: 16 Partnership members. Note vacancies listed below

2. Review of Presbytery Records: 10 Partnership members. Lots of vacancies to fill. This committee will have 
to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. 

3. Overtures Committee: 8   Partnership members. It'd be great to work with you brothers here. Due to a shift 
in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of 
the Assembly has only increased.

3.To Do

1. Volunteer for committee work   in Presbyteries where there are vacancies on either Nominating or RPR 
(Please correct this list if I'm in error!). Even though the deadline for nominations is here you can still serve on
one of these committees by receiving permission from your presbytery preceding the meeting (nominations 
committee meets March 16). In other words, with permission from your presbytery, you can be a committee 
"walk-on" if your presbytery has a vacancy. These are Partnership Presbyteries where we could fill vacancies:

Ascension (NC, RPR)

Gulf Stream (NC, RPR)

Ohio Valley (RPR)

South Florida (RPR)

SE Alabama (NC, RPR)

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Warrior (NC, RPR)

2. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work; it's how we steer the ship.

3. Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching out to them 
about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

   

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Carolina

   

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Heartland

Heritage

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

   

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng



   

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Platte Valley

   

Providence

South Texas

S. New England

   

Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1.Committee nominations. If your presbytery is still electing members to the Special committees (esp. 
Nominating and Review of Presbytery Records) please consider serving there. We also need to begin filling 
the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for you to find spots on the Overtures committee 
because there is a greater understanding of the importance of that committee among the typical presbyter. 

2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues and 
candidates in confidence. This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding 
recommended courses of action. These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   as they come available. As soon as these overtures are received by 
the denominational offices and accessible I will make them available to this list for discussion.

4. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

5. Resources



Over on the Partnership website (thenationalpartnership.com) we have a number of profitable discussions 
proposed including:

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Overture 1 – revision of the Assembly's order of business to ensure that the most critical work is finished by 
the greatest representation of the Assembly body. 

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I'm going to post the proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) that our presbytery 
will soon debate. It may be instructive for you if you are in a presbytery, like ours, where we struggle to 
operate as a church for our TEs. 

6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. 
2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 

the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]
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The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'col116')

Interesting article on William Evans' blog about how conservative presbyterianism has 'lost its mojo'. Item 3 in
his rationale I think is particularly pertinent for us as we increasingly wrestle with pursuing orthodoxy in the 
PCA:

"While on this larger topic of religious authority, there are also the problems of how the confessions of the 
church are to be utilized and what can reasonably be expected of them.  Some in the conservative 
Presbyterian orbit have responded to differences within the Reformed community and to the doctrinal 
diversity of broader evangelicalism by trumpeting the Reformed confessions of the sixteenth and seventeenth
century as the solution to what ails us.  But the problems here are significant.  First, such a strategy of 
confessional positivism is, at the end of the day, little more than a bald appeal to external authority, and to a 
fallible one at that.  This is an odd move for people ostensibly committed to sola scriptura!  Second, the 
Reformed confessions themselves need to be interpreted.  The assumption that the confessions give us some 
sort of trans-historical Archimedean point of reference from which to understand Scripture simply does not 
obtain—the Reformed confessions are human documents and products of their time.  While these 
documents are splendid and wonderful resources for the church (and I’ve spent a good deal of time in recent 
years trying to acquaint Reformed believers with the richness of this tradition), wooden “confessionalism” is 
not the answer to anything."

(read the rest of item 3 in his article here: http://theecclesialcalvinist.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/how-
conservative-presbyterianism-lost-its-mojo/) 

1.Additions (103 elders in 41 presbyteries)

TE Erik Bonkovsky (James River)

TE Geoff Bradford (Eastern Carolina)

TE Walt Coppersmith (Ascension)

TE Glenn Hoburg (Potomac)

2. Updates:

1. Nominating Committee: 16 Partnership members. Note vacancies listed below

2. Review of Presbytery Records: 10 Partnership members. Lots of vacancies to fill. This committee will have 
to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. 

3. Overtures Committee: 9   Partnership members. It'd be great to work with you brothers here. Due to a shift 
in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of 
the Assembly has only increased.

http://theecclesialcalvinist.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/how-conservative-presbyterianism-lost-its-mojo
http://theecclesialcalvinist.wordpress.com/2013/02/21/how-conservative-presbyterianism-lost-its-mojo
http://thenationalpartnership.com/


3.To Do

1. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work; it's how we steer the ship.

2. Partnership Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching 
out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us  to be able to coordinate across more 
presbyteries

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Heartland

Heritage

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia

Philadelphia MW



Piedmont Triad

Platte Valley

Providence

South Texas

S. New England

Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1.Committee of Commissioners. If your presbytery is still electing members to the Special committees (esp. 
Nominating and Review of Presbytery Records) please consider serving there. We also need to begin filling 
the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for you to find spots on the Overtures committee 
because there is a greater understanding of the importance of that committee among the typical presbyter. 

2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues in confidence. 
This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding recommended courses of action. 
These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   will begin soon. We're coming up on the deadline for overtures 
requiring BCO amendment, so discussions on the discussion page should start fairly soon; I'll let you know.

4. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

5. Resources

Over on the Partnership website (thenationalpartnership.com) we have a number of profitable discussions 
proposed including:

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Overture 1 – revision of the Assembly's order of business to ensure that the most critical work is finished by 
the greatest representation of the Assembly body. 

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I'm going to post the proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) that our presbytery 

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


will soon debate. It may be instructive for you if you are in a presbytery, like ours, where we struggle to 
operate as a church for our TEs. 

Attached is a quick and handy Roberts Rules chart   for understanding the process of making/passing 
procedural motions et al. Enjoy!

6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. 
2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 

the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Fathers and Brothers,

If you've seen the fantastic movie The Jerk I feel a bit like Navin running with White Pages in hand yelling "the 
new phone book's here, the new phone book's here!" because, men, the overtures (so far) are here and some
of you are already eager to start the discussions on some of them (I'll be very interested in your perspectives 
on #8 in particular). I have created discussion pages on the Partnership website 
(http://thenationalpartnership.com password: col116) for each of the overtures and will continue to do so as 
overtures make their way to Atlanta. Here's how I anticipate us working together to resource one another:

1. You join the discussion on overtures over on the partnership website – adding your comments
2. You subscribe to the discussions you're interested in and receive emails when a comment is added to 

that discussion. You respond where helpful.

http://thenationalpartnership.com/
https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/


3. At the end of may/beginning of June I'll distribute a handy reference summarizing our majority 
opinions on the matter from the website discussions and recommendations 

I hope this will be an helpful avenue for developing our views, serving one another and the denomination. 

Blessings,

JK

Off Topic: Lead Pastor Search
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

I hope you'll indulge the occasional pastoral search email. I think the NP has an opportunity to provide search 
committees with exceedingly qualified candidates for leadership positions in the PCA. So I'm forwarding Jack 
Howell's email to the group, per his request. Peace,

JK

From: Jack Howell <ja...@trinitynorfolk.com>

Brothers,

https://groups.google.com/


I was approached by the Search Committee at New Life Glenside to help network their senior pastor 
opening among like-minded men.  Attached you will find a job description as well as information about 
NLG.  It’s a wonderful church with a tremendous heritage and exciting, ambitious on-going ministry.  If 
you know of men who would find their culture attractive and might be interested in exploring the 
position, encourage them to contact Ms. Piper Lowell (piper....@gmail.com) on their search committee.  
When you read the list of men who have served as the senior minister at NLG, you can see why men 
attracted to the National Partnership might be interested in building upon their labors.  Thanks very 
much,

Jack Howell  

An important note and update
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Brothers:

I just had an hour-long conversation with a member of the Siouxlands Presbytery who had been given one of 
our Partnership emails by a concerned person. I would expect for the Partnership to become very public 
information soon, possibly not from the person I spoke to but others. I'm not at all surprised that word got 
out. Trying to act as one body politically was bound to become public. But I still expect to maintain the 
confidentiality of our discussions. Let me say a couple of things about this:

https://groups.google.com/


1. Confidentiality exists in this group because our conversations are not public. We want to know who we're 
talking to. And we want reasonable assurance that our words are being read charitably and in context.

2. When sharing information about the Partnership to others you are not permitted to share these emails 
(note the confidentiality statement above). You may characterize what we're trying to do but I prefer for 
people to become members before they're privy to the conversations of others, conversations that are 
assumed to be held in confidence. So if you're reaching out to someone about joining us, do not simply send 
them our email. 

3. The person I spoke to on the phone said they didn't feel bound by our confidentiality agreement because 
they were not the original receiver of the information. This means that someone receiving this email didn't 
feel bound either and sent it to him. I would just ask that you observe our right to a private conversation and 
that you would honor my intent – and the intent of others – to speak privately. 

4. I have changed the password for the Partnership website and will not be sharing it in future emails. Please 
note the password below. 

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220') - NOTE THE NEW 
PASSWORD

1.Additions (108 elders in 43 presbyteries)

TE Will Tabor (SE Louisiana)

TE Ray Cortese (Central Florida)

TE Sean Roberts (Philadelphia)

TE Russell Silverglate (Gulfstream)

TE Rick Searle (Evangel)

TE John Pennylegion (Missouri)

TE Brandon Lauranzon (Central Florida)

2. Updates:

1. Nominating Committee: 17 Partnership members. 

2. Review of Presbytery Records: 10 Partnership members. Lots of vacancies to fill. This committee will have 
to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. 

3. Overtures Committee: 10 Partnership members. It'd be great to work with you brothers here. Due to a shift
in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of 
the Assembly has only increased.

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


3.To Do

1. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work; it's how we steer the ship. Please note: like-mindedness is 
critical for what we're trying to accomplish. If you have any doubt that your recommendation is a great fit 
please wait until you are more certain. We are willing to expand only as quickly as due diligence allows us. 

2. Partnership Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching 
out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us  to be able to coordinate across more 
presbyteries

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Heartland

Heritage

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW



Piedmont Triad

Platte Valley

Providence

S. New England

Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1.Committee of Commissioners. We need to fill the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for 
you to find spots on the Overtures committee because there is a greater understanding of the importance of 
that committee among the typical presbyter. 

2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues in confidence. 
This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding recommended courses of action. 
These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   will begin soon. We're coming up on the deadline for overtures 
requiring BCO amendment, so discussions on the discussion page should start fairly soon; I'll let you know.

4. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

5. Resources

Over on the Partnership website (thenationalpartnership.com) we have a number of profitable discussions 
proposed including:

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Overture 1 – revision of the Assembly's order of business to ensure that the most critical work is finished by 
the greatest representation of the Assembly body. 

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I'm going to post the proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) that our presbytery 
will soon debate. It may be instructive for you if you are in a presbytery, like ours, where we struggle to 
operate as a church for our TEs. 

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. 
2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 

the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

National Partnership Confidential Conversations - 
continued!
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Received a phone call (again) from our brother in the Siouxlands Presbytery that notified me of confidential 
emails received. As it turns out he did not receive one of our confidential emails but simply an 
email about the National Partnership. Wanted to let you know that there has not been a breach in 
confidentiality as far as I know and that the brothers in this Partnership have honored our desire to listen to 
one another charitably and in confidence. I continue to be so thankful to work with you in our common goal 
of a healthy and mission-minded denomination. Please do be in prayer for this weekend's Nominating 
Committee meeting. Sixteen Partnership members are serving on committee and we want to work efficiently 
and effectively while maintaining love for those with whom we may disagree. Pray, if you would, that God 
would not only be honored by the result of deliberations but by the love we display for the brethren. 

Warmly, with great appreciation for all of you,

https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/


JK

Quick note on GA work
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

I'm including a link to the Aquila Report's story about last weekend's Nominating Committee meeting. What 
you read here is the impact that the National Partnership had in electing a very qualified slate of nominees 
for, in this case, the SJC. You'll also read in the tone of the piece the surprise that we were able to depose 
three TE who were up for renomination. This was an important move but is only the first step. We've now 
made it possible to alter the composition of the court this year in a way more representative of our 
denomination's center. 

When you became members of the Partnership, one of the expectations you were given was the willingness 
to be involved in the work of the General Assembly. So this is my appeal: we must be present, we must share 
our views not only internally but also among those who are not Partnership men. If you are willing to marshal 
support on the floor of GA with a couple of non-partnership friends we can hold the line. We have to be 
organized and ready to vote, particularly at times like this – when the committee nominations are considered.
We will need your help to uphold the Nominating Committee work. So forego the beers with friends if you 
must, we'll pick a pub and all of you can join us after. Please make every attempt to be at GA and participate. 
End of appeal. Thanks for listening and for partnering with us.

http://theaquilareport.com/pca-nominating-committee-votes-to-replace-all-three-teaching-elder-seeking-
reelection-to-the-sjc/ 

http://theaquilareport.com/pca-nominating-committee-votes-to-replace-all-three-teaching-elder-seeking-reelection-to-the-sjc
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JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1.Additions (111 elders in 45 presbyteries)

TE Troy Albee (Southern New England)

TE Dan McDonald (Eastern Canada)

TE Ed Sirya (Metro New York)

2. Updates:

1. Nominating Committee: Very encouraging result from the Nominating Committee meeting this last 
weekend. With a significant group of NP members on committee we nominated a great slate of candidates for

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


the assembly, including the SJC nominees Greg Thompson, Will Barker, Ray Cannata, EJ Nusbaum, John 
Pickering and John Bise. We were very glad for the result.

2. Review of Presbytery Records: 10 Partnership members. Lots of vacancies to fill. This committee will have 
to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. 

3. Overtures Committee: 10 Partnership members. It'd be great to work with you brothers here. Due to a shift
in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of 
the Assembly has only increased.

3.To Do

1. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work; it's how we steer the ship. 

2. Mike Khandjian would like to extend an invitation to everyone on our Partnership list to a dinner on 
Wednesday night of GA week (the official docket shows an ice cream social). Mike has been active in drawing 
many of you men into fellowship around the idea of being more active in leading our denomination. 
Obviously the Partnership has engaged more in the logistics side of things, but fellowship and visioning is 
important. I'm including Mike's invitation below:

On Wednesday night of GA week, there will be a gathering at a local restaurant.
 Dinner will be served for a nominal fee, and we will hear from several from this and 
one other fellowship, two growing groups committed to the denomination's future.  

Ray Cortese will what he envisions for the PCA.  Shayne Wheeler and Ray Cannata 
will offer some thoughts.  Bruce O'Neil will speak to how presbyteries can change.
 James Kessler will discuss the National Partnership and Charles McGowan, one of 
our 'Grandfathers' will speak to the Founders' vision and their encouragement of 
what we are doing.  Kevin Twit will lead in song, and Scotty Smith will lead in a 
season of repentance and prayer.  The room holds 125 and we already are nearly 1/3 
full with 

nearly 4 months remaining.  Contact Mike Khandjian @ mi...@chapelgate.org if you 
are interested in attending.

2. Partnership Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching 
out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us  to be able to coordinate across more 
presbyteries. [Please note: like-mindedness is critical for what we're trying to accomplish. If you have any 
doubt that your recommendation is a great fit please wait until you are more certain. We are willing to 
expand only as quickly as due diligence allows us.]

https://groups.google.com/
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4.What's Next



1.Committee of Commissioners. We need to fill the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for 
you to find spots on the Overtures committee because there is a greater understanding of the importance of 
that committee among the typical presbyter. 

2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues in confidence. 
This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding recommended courses of action. 
These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   has begun. Join the discussion!

4. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

5. Resources

Over on the Partnership website (thenationalpartnership.com) we have a number of profitable discussions 
proposed including:

DISCUSSION OF 2013 GA OVERTURES IS ACTIVE. Please do resource the rest of us with your perspective on 
this year's slate of overtures.

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I've heard some of you would like to push for the same in your own presbyteries. Obviously our presbyteries 
functioning more like churches for our Teaching Elders would be a blessing to the church at large. Posted on 
the 'resources' page are the Ohio Bylaw proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) 
that our presbytery will soon debate. Others of you may contribute your own plans for reform in your 
presbyteries for the good of the group. Perhaps we can encourage one another in this task. 

6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. 
2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 

the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

A note on retaining the character of the NP
1 view
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

http://theaquilareport.com/national-partnership-a-new-group-in-the-pca/

The Aquila Report has picked up on our existence, which is not a problem. It was never our intent to exist as a 
secret society. In fact, I would prefer for the information to be disseminated now rather than right before the 
Assembly so that suspicions the minority might have about our aims can be dealt with now, rather than 
provoking prejudices (a secret faction!) that could derail our business at the Assembly. But I want to give you 
a couple of thoughts on where we go from here, in no particular order:

1. Membership in the Partnership will remain invitation only. This is going to be a problem for some 
people. That's ok. We want to protect the integrity of what we're trying to do. We're like-minded and 
we want to stay that way in order to remain organized and effective in polity. I, and you perhaps, will 
get plenty of emails asking about membership. You are free to direct them to me if you aren't certain 
that they fit. At any rate we all may have additional awkward conversations. 

2. Other than extending the Partnership into Presbyteries where we aren't represented, there isn't a 
dire need to increase membership. We have already reached critical mass and I believe the effect of 
the Partnership will certainly be felt at the Assembly. So just be wise in extending invitations. 

3. I'm very grateful that anything we've said or done has been beyond reproach. There is nothing to fear
from the Aquila Report or anyone else that is suspicious of what we're doing. Frankly, the danger may
come from insecurity – being worried about the perspective of some that feel we're being too 
political. God has providentially ordered the composition of our denomination – we are in the 
majority. We care for the minority, we bear with them, but we shouldn't shy away from exercising 
order as the majority. That's what we're trying to do. 

4. If, at any time, you wish to no longer be identified with the National Partnership please do let me 
know. I will harbor no resentment; I understand that increased attention may present issues for some
of you in your presbyteries or even on your sessions. I'm sorry that I cannot allow non-listed persons 
to be a part of our conversation; I need to allow everyone to know the partners in our dialogue so 
you must be willing to be publicly identified with us in order to fully participate. But, again, I am more
than willing to delist you.

5. We will move on the same as we have. Increased scrutiny will require us to attend to love for our 
neighbor and our opponents, which is good for us. 

http://theaquilareport.com/national-partnership-a-new-group-in-the-pca


Thank you for standing together and for your hard work on behalf of the Kingdom,
JK

From NP member Omar Ortiz
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Message from NP member Omar Ortiz

I had a thought last night.  Would it be beneficial for an article to be written and published in byFaith (or 
some other well known PCA outlet, perhaps even the Aquila report would publish it as a rebuttal) that gives a 
fuller picture of the SJC vote.  Here are a few items that occurred to me

1. EJ got the highest number of votes of ANY nomination (something which is very important to consider)

2. D. Aquila and F. Greco were numbers 3 and 4 in the ballots, so it is unfair to characterize the vote as 
"removing all three teaching elders" that was done by the votes, not the NP.

3. Our desire was not to disenfranchise REs who wish to serve, and we only had three RE nominations for 
three spots.

4. Greco was moved to the number three spot and a substitute motion was made.

5. Thompson was already in the number 1 spot when two substitutions were attempted.



I am not sure if this is going to help or hurt the cause.  my thought is that by a wider group of people knowing 
the whole story it will help the vote at GA.  But it could also be seen as a tit-for-tat - which could paint the 
partnership in a negative light.

Thoughts?

Omar

A couple of things
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Several of you have asked how I'm doing in light of the articles posted on The Aquila Report and their 
reception in the social media world. I am fine, thanks for asking. I hesitated to write this email because I 
didn't want to overreact to some negative press. But I thought I'd respond to at least a couple of things 
internally:

1. I do not believe us to be creating a schism or advocating one in the PCA. To confer with one another 
is a perfectly reasonable thing. To resource one another with the means to be more efficiently 
involved seems like a noble cause to me.



2. Though I do not have an appetite for a "they do it too!" sort of defense, we certainly could make that 
case. We are not breaking the mold here in the Partnership. But we are effective, which might be 
part of the problem for others. 

3. I have asked to speak directly with each opponent as a way to resolve any concerns about the way 
the Partnership started and my role in it. None of these men has taken me up on this offer. Even TE 
Webb, who declined my request for a private conversation in favor of an open letter.

4. I did respond to Webb privately because he asked me questions publicly, though I suppose that 
response may become public. I would have preferred a phone call. 

5. I will not be responding publicly to these letters for a number of reasons but one reason in particular 
is that I do not believe I have the right to speak for you. This partnership continues to have a 
decentralized leadership structure. We are friends and friends of friends, not a political party. So I will
refuse these requests unless you all plead with me to speak on the issue; even then I suppose I would
prefer to speak to my own involvement, not yours.

6. You are all certainly free to respond as you see fit, though I would ask that you represent only your 
own views and that you do your best not to be inflamed by some of the rhetoric out there. More 
easily said than done, sure. 

7. You are also free to reveal that you are a member of this Partnership. I will not be revealing our 
roster.

8. Interestingly the tone of inquisition reinforces the need for confidentiality. The louder and more 
cutting the objection, the more I feel we are caring for one another by deliberating in confidence.

9. I intend to continue working in the same way we have before. We will enfold new men interested in 
resourcing one another and preparing for Assembly work. We will seek to be effective on committees
and on the floor. I see no reason to change this.

10. While I intend to follow the same path I will of course listen to correction. One of you in particular 
has been challenging me gently on how we speak internally. I'm very open to change where 
appropriate! 

11. I want you to know that I am open to hearing from you on anything at all. If I have anxiety about all of
this it is for you – I don't want you to be hassled for your desire to be more involved and effective for 
the good of the Church. 

Thank you for your partnership. Thank you for your kind words and counsel. I am indebted!

For the King,

JK

National Partnership NOTE
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1.Additions (114 elders in 45 presbyteries)

TE Ray Cannata (SE Louisiana) 

TE Bob Sawyer (S. New England)

TE David Goneau (Philadelphia)

2. Updates:

1. Review of Presbytery Records: 8 NP guys on this committee. Lots of vacancies to fill. This committee will 
have to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. Here is the list of presbyteries where we have NP representation but may have a vacant spot on the 
RPR. Check with your stated clerk of presbytery (and please correct me if I'm wrong!):

Ascension

Blue Ridge

Chicago Metro

Gulf Stream

James River

Nashville

Ohio Valley

Philadelphia

Rocky Mountain

Siouxlands

Southern New England

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Warrior

2. Overtures Committee: 10 NP guys are currently on this committee. If you're looking to be maximize your 
involvement in the work of the Assembly this is where your time will be well spent. It'd be great to work with 
you brothers here. Due to a shift in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of 
this super committee to the work of the Assembly has only increased.

3.To Do

1. If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. 
Our denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work. 

2. Partnership Expansion: if you know like-minded men in the presbyteries below, please consider reaching 
out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for us  to be able to coordinate across more 
presbyteries. [Please note: like-mindedness is critical for what we're trying to accomplish. If you have any 
doubt that your recommendation is a great fit please wait until you are more certain. We are willing to 
expand only as quickly as due diligence allows us.]

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia
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Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast
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New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California



Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Platte Valley
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Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1.Committee of Commissioners. We need to fill the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for 
you to find spots on the Overtures committee because there is a greater understanding of the importance of 
that committee among the typical presbyter. 

2.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues in confidence. 
This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding recommended courses of action. 
These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

3.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   has begun. Join the discussion!

4. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

5. I will be checking on the availability of space at GA for additional seminars during the equipping sessions. I 
would love to have some of you willing to serve the assembly by sharing your ministry experience in a 
seminar. Will let you know what I hear about this. 

5. Resources

Over on the Partnership website (thenationalpartnership.com) we have a number of profitable discussions 
proposed including:

DISCUSSION OF 2013 GA OVERTURES IS ACTIVE. Please do resource the rest of us with your perspective on 
this year's slate of overtures.

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I've heard some of you would like to push for the same in your own presbyteries. Obviously our presbyteries 

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


functioning more like churches for our Teaching Elders would be a blessing to the church at large. Posted on 
the 'resources' page are the Ohio Bylaw proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) 
that our presbytery will soon debate. Others of you may contribute your own plans for reform in your 
presbyteries for the good of the group. Perhaps we can encourage one another in this task. 

6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

On Responding to Dominic Aquila, Don Clements et al.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Let me respond once more internally to the things being said on blogs and highlighted by Dominic Aquila, Don
Clements, Douglas Vos and Rachel Miller (The Aquila Report).

 Some of you may not know, and I think that perhaps many readers do not know, that the Aquila 
Report is Aquila, Clements, Vos and Miller. I do not want to overstate opposition to the National 
Partnership. We are, by contrast, a collection of more than 115 elders in the denomination seeking to
encourage and resource one another for the good of our churches. It is a good cause. 

https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/


 If you are going to respond, and I wouldn't dissuade you from doing that if you feel you must, I would
ask that we respond in a way true to our organization: Person-to-person conversations in the 
following order of preference 

o 1. In person/on phone, 
o 2. Email, 
o 3. Private Message, 
o 4. Semi-public response (comments on blogs, FB, etc.) as a last resort

 If you are responding it may be helpful to remember some of the following points regarding why the 
NP exists and what we do:

o Many men lack the awareness of how polity at both the Presbytery and Assembly level are 
to be utilized by Elders. 

o Many feel unprepared to act regarding particular issues of debate
o Many do not feel they can openly discuss issues of controversy in an environment of 

brotherly love and charity
o The Partnership began as a one-to-one invitation friend to friend. We did this to avoid the 

appearance of gross politicking (creating a political party, etc.). We have grown this way from
the beginning. 

o The NP has focused on raising awareness for the uninvolved about the various ways a man 
can serve at the assembly level. We have posted resources about what to expect when 
working on committees and how to pursue health in your presbytery.

o The NP contributes to the aims of our denomination's strategic plan (Thanks Josh Moon for 
this thought)

 Our plan aspired to more "seats at the table" for our younger men (thus the NP's 
organization and drive toward committee work)

 Our plan called for "safe places" where we could sharpen our orthodoxy and learn 
from one another without being published and subsequently attacked for our 
conversations (thus the NP's confidentiality agreement)

 If someone were to disagree about safe places/confidentiality I would only point 
them to these public and accusatory articles which have been written without 
seeking to understand, first, the truth of said accusations. Again, I have not been 
contacted even once by any these writers. The National Partnership exists, in part to
provide an arena for real discussion that does not devolve into polarizing public 
arguments 

o The NP reflects a great deal of diversity of opinion. We have intinctionists, anti-intinctionists, 
confessionalists of all stripes, Northerners and Southerners. We disagree on many things.

o No one in the NP is told how to vote, all are encouraged to participate in the process of 
resourcing one another about particular overtures and other denominational business

o The National Partnership is not secret. Members are free to reveal their connection to the 
Partnership and they are even free to characterize our conversations, they just can't violate 
our expectations of privacy by reproducing our roster or our conversations for others.

 Here is why I will not respond publicly
o Any public response will likely be drawn into the fray by Aquila, Clements  and Miller. They 

intend, it seems, to highlight any story available that opposes the work of the NP. I would 
guess that your response will be linked to in social media and either criticized by Aquila, 
Clements, Miller or lionized by your own friends, getting you nowhere. Dominic Aquila will 
link to it and you will be forced into the same back and forth we see right now. 

o Any public response will result in a tide of men wishing to join us. It will have the effect of 
saying publicly: "If you're with us, join us." I would call that a more polarizing move that 
could create a party spirit in the denomination. Our identity is grass roots and person-to-



person. We are not a political party; we are a group of men seeking to be more efficient, 
knowledgeable, and wise in our roles as presbyters. 

o Any public statement on behalf of all of us indicates a level of organization out of accord with
our goals. It may also suggest a degree of uniformity and coercion – we speak for you and we
tell you how to vote. We need to reject this.

 I am personally speaking with the writers of the articles promoted by Dominic Aquila and will 
attempt to do so in every case of public backlash against the NP as I am able. My first such 
conversation was today and was very productive. I have another planned for tomorrow.

Finally: my greatest concern about the negative blogging we've seen this last week is the degree to which 
men are willing to engage in one-way conversation. The other person is by necessity diminished in these 
conversations. To me this is not just an ethical code violated but a grievous dishonor. Loving our 
enemies/opponents has to involve representing their character and beliefs charitably. Inquiries about the NP 
by one of these bloggers or Dominic Aquila, Don Clements or Rachel Miller would not only have served the 
public trust but would have dignified me and you by giving us a chance to define ourselves. Let's not fall into 
the same soup by failing to pray for our opponents and represent them truthfully in every forum.

Thank you all, again, for listening

JK

reflections of a battle weary pastor
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

James and National Partnership brothers-in-Christ,



Let me share my perspective as one who writes from the "backwaters" of Indianapolis, who doesn't read 
the Aquila report, who did not attend Covenant Seminary and who, as a child of the Pacific Northwest 
took a very long roundabout road to becoming a Presbyterian minister.

The needs of my own heart - with its own "unreached people groups" and darkness - demands front-line 
battle. I have no desire to politically fence with my brothers in Christ in the PCA with who I share a 
common confession.

Moreover, the pressing needs of my growing congregation - the sins, the sicknesses, the spiritual warfare,
the pastoral duties of counseling, disciple-making, evangelism, prayer and preaching, leadership 
formation, etc. require my wholehearted zeal and focused vision.

Then, on top of needs of "keeping watch" on my own heart and the providing spiritual food for my 
congregation (not to mention my own family, my dear wife and children), I have the screaming, aching 
needs of the City I love - Indianapolis - before me. I hear the cries of young men without fathers. I see the 
pressing needs in our public schools and other public institutions. I see growing spiritual darkness. And, at
the same time, I see the wind of the Holy Spirit moving. 

This is my work. This is my calling.

In no way do I want to belittle the intramural jousting that happens. I just don't understand it. 

But what I do appreciate very much about this partnership is that it is a forum where important 
conversations and important issues are brought to my attention before GA, it is a place where good 
discussion and even debate can happen. 

Up to a few months ago - in all my last 15 years as an ordained minister in the PCA, I didn't have a forum 
to be part of a discussion or really even "listen in". There may have been one out there; but I did not know
of it nor was I invited.

So I'm thankful for the Partnership.

And I'm thankful that my calling that I share with you men is to be a minister of the gospel for the glory of 
Jesus Christ to the place and people where I have been called.

Grace, jason dorsey 



National Partnership NOTE
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1.Additions (116 elders in 45 presbyteries)

TE Jason Polk (Missouri)

TE Brian Dennert (Chicago Metro)

TE David Salyer (Platte Valley)

2. Updates: 

Review of Presbytery Records: 8 NP guys on this committee. Lots of vacancies to fill. This committee will have 
to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. Here is the list of presbyteries where we have NP representation but may have a vacant spot on the 
RPR. Check with your stated clerk of presbytery (and please correct me if I'm wrong!):

Gulf Stream

James River

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Metro NY

Nashville

Northern Illinois

Philadelphia

Platte Valley

Rocky Mountain

Southern New England

RPR orientation: A friend provided this primer on RPR, the process for nomination and the nature of the 
commitment:

Serving on RPR is a three-day commitment in late May - and the PCA pays the 
expenses. This year, the GA Committee on Review of Presbytery Records convenes at 
1 pm on Wednesday May 29 and is scheduled to adjourn by noon on Saturday. (But 
the last two years adjourned by noon on Friday). Most RPR members fly into ATL on 
Wed morning, spend two nights at the Hampton Inn near the PCA offices about an 
hour NE of ATL, and catch a flight out of ATL late Friday afternoon or evening. The 
PCA provides the hotel rooms and reimburses other travel expenses (airfare, ground 
transportation, meals, etc.). 

After a Presbytery elects its RPR rep (or, if a Presbytery’s Rules allow, after the 
Moderator appoints him) the Presbytery Clerk notifies the PCA Admin Office in 
Lawrenceville of the name of the RPR Rep. RPR members usually serve three-year 
terms (like the GA Nominating Committee). And a Presbytery’s slot alternates 
between RE and TE (though Presbytery is free to sub one for the other if needed). 
Nothing prohibits a Presbytery from appointing a different man each year, if they 
need to. Better that option than no rep.

Work before the Meeting - Each Presbytery files three sets of their 2012 minutes with 
the PCA prior to April 19. At some point before the RPR meeting, the PCA Clerk’s 
office sends each RPR member a set from two Presbyteries, which they will review 
and make notations about, prior to the May meeting.  At the meeting, these minutes 
and the RPR member’s comments will be reviewed by second readers. Any RPR 
members that are appointed late will often not review minutes beforehand.  So, 
much of Wednesday is spent in doing “First Reads.”  Furthermore, if an RPR rep can 



only come to Atlanta early Thursday morning, and stay one night, he would still likely 
be there for the most important or most controversial votes.

Overtures Committee: 10 NP guys are currently on this committee. If you're looking to be maximize your 
involvement in the work of the Assembly this is where your time will be well spent. It'd be great to work with 
you brothers here. Due to a shift in our rules all business must run through Overtures. The significance of 
this super committee to the work of the Assembly has only increased.

3.To Do

If you are serving on a permanent cmte, special cmte, or Committee of Commissioners at the GA could 
you check our list on the Partnership website to make sure you are correctly included? Let me know of any 
changes/additions.

If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. Our 
denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. Hope you'll consider that work. 

Partnership Expansion: if you have like-minded friends in the presbyteries below, where we have no 
Partnership members, please consider reaching out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for 
us  to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries. 

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Heartland

Heritage

Mississippi Valley



New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Providence

Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1. Attendance at GA. All of the work we've done to inform and resource one another rests on our willingness 
to attend GA and be a part of the polity process. Not only that but bringing a Ruling Elder this year could help 
the voting on the floor to be more representative of the denomination as a whole. Please do consider it. 
There may also be some helpful seminars for you to attend together. I've found that to be true a time or two 
in the past. Good chance for ministry dreaming, etc. 

2.Committee of Commissioners. We need to fill the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for 
you to find spots on the Overtures committee because there is a greater understanding of the importance of 
that committee among the typical presbyter. 

3.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues in confidence. 
This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding recommended courses of action. 
These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

4.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   has begun. Join the discussion!

5. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

6. I will be checking on the availability of space at GA for additional seminars during the equipping sessions. I 
would love to have some of you willing to serve the assembly by sharing your ministry experience in a 
seminar. Will let you know what I hear about this. 



5. Resources

Over on the Partnership website we have a number of profitable discussions proposed including:

DISCUSSION OF 2013 GA OVERTURES IS ACTIVE. Please do resource the rest of us with your perspective on 
this year's slate of overtures.

Confession and Catholicity – how to hold to our standards with an eye toward the broader church

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I've heard some of you would like to push for the same in your own presbyteries. Obviously our presbyteries 
functioning more like churches for our Teaching Elders would be a blessing to the church at large. Posted on 
the 'resources' page are the Ohio Bylaw proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) 
that our presbytery will soon debate. Others of you may contribute your own plans for reform in your 
presbyteries for the good of the group. Perhaps we can encourage one another in this task. 

6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

For the next several weeks I think the newest information you will receive from the Partnership would be 
updates in our roll and the encouragement to visit the website and explore the discussions on overtures. I 
hope you will all make the trip to Greenville this year; involvement at the Assembly level is critical – and bring 
a Ruling Elder with you while you're at it. The next big milestone may be a summary document (similar to the 
one David Coffin prepares every year) summarizing the wisdom of our group's discussions on overtures. I am 
thinking late May for this. Still below is an exhortation to fill out any RPR openings and to let me know if you 
are serving on any committees. I would like to keep an accurate roll on the website so I appreciate your help 
on that. Lastly I'm certain that we will gather unofficially for a beer one particular night of the Assembly. No 
smoky room politicking, just a chance to see one another face to face and compare seersuckers. Thanks 
everyone for your participation and willingness to grab the rope. Hope your service in the Lord is sweet in 
addition to be exhausting, trying, etc. etc. 

Best,

JK

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1.Additions (119 elders in 46 presbyteries)

RE Brent Stutzman (Chicago Metro)

TE Geoff Ziegler (Chicago Metro)

TE Jason Little (Chicago Metro)

RE Damon Cinaglia (Heritage)

2. Updates: 

Review of Presbytery Records: 9 NP guys on this committee. Some vacancies to fill. This committee will have 
to battle the ongoing attempt to shift denominational orthodoxy by review/judicial action rather than 
overture. Here is the list of presbyteries where we have NP representation but may have a vacant spot on the 
RPR. Check with your stated clerk of presbytery (and please correct me if I'm wrong!):

Gulf Stream

James River

Metro NY

Nashville

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Northern Illinois

Philadelphia

Platte Valley

Rocky Mountain

Southern New England

RPR orientation: A friend provided this primer on RPR, the process for nomination and the nature of the 
commitment:

Serving on RPR is a three-day commitment in late May - and the PCA pays the 
expenses. This year, the GA Committee on Review of Presbytery Records convenes at 
1 pm on Wednesday May 29 and is scheduled to adjourn by noon on Saturday. (But 
the last two years adjourned by noon on Friday). Most RPR members fly into ATL on 
Wed morning, spend two nights at the Hampton Inn near the PCA offices about an 
hour NE of ATL, and catch a flight out of ATL late Friday afternoon or evening. The 
PCA provides the hotel rooms and reimburses other travel expenses (airfare, ground 
transportation, meals, etc.). 

After a Presbytery elects its RPR rep (or, if a Presbytery’s Rules allow, after the 
Moderator appoints him) the Presbytery Clerk notifies the PCA Admin Office in 
Lawrenceville of the name of the RPR Rep. RPR members usually serve three-year 
terms (like the GA Nominating Committee). And a Presbytery’s slot alternates 
between RE and TE (though Presbytery is free to sub one for the other if needed). 
Nothing prohibits a Presbytery from appointing a different man each year, if they 
need to. Better that option than no rep.

Work before the Meeting - Each Presbytery files three sets of their 2012 minutes with 
the PCA prior to April 19. At some point before the RPR meeting, the PCA Clerk’s 
office sends each RPR member a set from two Presbyteries, which they will review 
and make notations about, prior to the May meeting.  At the meeting, these minutes 
and the RPR member’s comments will be reviewed by second readers. Any RPR 
members that are appointed late will often not review minutes beforehand.  So, 
much of Wednesday is spent in doing “First Reads.”  Furthermore, if an RPR rep can 
only come to Atlanta early Thursday morning, and stay one night, he would still likely 
be there for the most important or most controversial votes.



Overtures Committee: 13 NP guys are currently on this committee. If you're looking to maximize your 
involvement in the work of the Assembly this is where your time will be well spent. Due to a shift in our rules 
all business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of the 
Assembly has only increased.

3.To Do

If you are serving on a permanent cmte, special cmte, or Committee of Commissioners at the GA could 
you check our list on the Partnership website to make sure you are correctly included? Let me know of any 
changes/additions.

If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. Our 
denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures to the General 
Assembly must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 or 
so on the OC. 

Please share your perspectives on overtures on our discussion page. Resourcing one another really is the 
greatest benefit of the NP. Several of you have weighed in; thank you!

Partnership Expansion: if you have like-minded friends in the presbyteries below, where we have no 
Partnership members, please consider reaching out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for 
us  to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries. 

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Heartland

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River



New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Providence

Westminster

Wisconsin

4.What's Next

1. Attendance at GA. All of the work we've done to inform and resource one another rests on our willingness 
to attend GA and be a part of the polity process. Not only that but bringing a Ruling Elder this year could help 
the voting on the floor to be more representative of the denomination as a whole. Please do consider it. 
There may also be some helpful seminars for you to attend together. I've found that to be true a time or two 
in the past. Good chance for ministry dreaming, etc. 

2.Committee of Commissioners. We need to fill the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for 
you to find spots on the Overtures committee because there is a greater understanding of the importance of 
that committee among the typical presbyter. 

3.Resourcing in advance of committee meetings. I intend for us to share our opinions on issues in confidence. 
This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding recommended courses of action. 
These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

4.Discussion of overtures to the 41st GA   has begun. Join the discussion!

5. Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

6. I will be checking on the availability of space at GA for additional seminars during the equipping sessions. I 
would love to have some of you willing to serve the assembly by sharing your ministry experience in a 
seminar. Will let you know what I hear about this. 

5. Resources



Over on the Partnership website we have a number of profitable discussions proposed including:

DISCUSSION OF 2013 GA OVERTURES IS ACTIVE. Please do resource the rest of us with your perspective on 
this year's slate of overtures.

Presbytery Health – In my presbytery (Ohio) we are considering a massive revision to the way we do business.
I've heard some of you would like to push for the same in your own presbyteries. Obviously our presbyteries 
functioning more like churches for our Teaching Elders would be a blessing to the church at large. Posted on 
the 'resources' page are the Ohio Bylaw proposed changes (drawn from discussion within this Partnership) 
that our presbytery will soon debate. Others of you may contribute your own plans for reform in your 
presbyteries for the good of the group. Perhaps we can encourage one another in this task. 

6. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/


Hello all,

Seeing great communication on committee assignments and glad to see so many of you jumping on overtures
where available. I'll have a private single-malt tasting for you OC guys at the Hilton! I'm also trying to get a 
read on other strategically important CoC assignments and I'll get that info to you ASAP. One other update of 
note, RE Sam Duncan  – the NP representative from Seersucker Presbytery -  has provided us with his 
suggestion for an overture to refine the BCO language regarding the diaconate issue. He gives two options, 
one he calls moderate/conservative and one he calls progressive. As we have such a diversity of opinions in 
the Partnership I'm loving the chance for us to charitably interact. I've placed it on the website for your 
perusal. Two months to GA so jump on those overture discussions. I'll look to get a summary of our 
discussions in your hand for advice during the Assembly toward the end of May/first week of June.  

Best,

JK

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1.Additions (121 elders in 47 presbyteries)

TE Glenn McDowell (Philadelphia)

RE Scott Winchester (Heritage)

TE Michael Novak (South Texas)

TE John Gullett (Central Florida)

2. Updates: 

Overtures Committee: 18 NP guys are currently on this committee. If you're looking to maximize your 
involvement in the work of the Assembly this is where your time will be well spent. Due to a shift in our rules 
all BCO-related business must run through Overtures. The significance of this super committee to the work of 
the Assembly has only increased.

Picked up a representative of South Texas presbytery, pushing our presbyteries to 47.

3.To Do

-If you are serving on a permanent cmte, special cmte, or Committee of Commissioners at the GA could 
you check our list on the Partnership website to make sure you are correctly included? Let me know of any 
changes/additions.

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


-If a position on the Overtures Committee   of Commissioners is open for you in your presbytery, volunteer. Our
denomination's polity vests much influence in the work of this committee – all overtures requiring BCO 
amendment must pass through it. The shorthand: the work of 1000 delegates in the past is now done by 80 
or so on the OC. 

-Please share your perspectives on overtures on our discussion page. Resourcing one another really is the 
greatest benefit of the NP. Several of you have weighed in; thank you! I intend for us to share our opinions on 
issues in confidence. This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding 
recommended courses of action. These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

-Attendance at GA. All of the work we've done to inform and resource one another rests on our willingness to 
attend GA and be a part of the polity process. Not only that but bringing a Ruling Elder this year could help 
the voting on the floor to be more representative of the denomination as a whole. Please do consider it. 
There may also be some helpful seminars for you to attend together. I've found that to be true a time or two 
in the past. Good chance for ministry dreaming, etc. 

-Committee of Commissioners. We need to fill the spots available for Overtures. It may be more difficult for 
you to find spots on the Overtures committee because there is a greater understanding of the importance of 
that committee among the typical presbyter. 

-Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

-Partnership Expansion: if you have like-minded friends in the presbyteries below, where we have no 
Partnership members, please consider reaching out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for 
us  to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries. 

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast



Heartland

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Providence

Westminster

Wisconsin

4. Resources

DISCUSSION OF 2013 GA OVERTURES IS ACTIVE. Please do resource the rest of us with your perspective on 
this year's slate of overtures.

Robert's Rules primer – a handy chart for committee work

Serving on a Committee of the General Assembly – a short introduction from RE EJ Nusbaum

5. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

https://groups.google.com/
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Some have asked if there are other areas of involvement beyond the Overtures committee. I'm still gathering 
opinions but two that seem to be highlighted repeatedly are the Interchurch relations  and Administrative 
committees. IRC is a focus of those that would like to restrict our fraternal relations with other reformed 
denominations. The Admin committee of commissioners is what you might expect – there are factions that 
would like to level whatever real or perceived power the Admin committee possesses and the CoC is one 
forum where that battle seems to be fought on occasion. At the very least understanding how our 
denomination's Admin committee works is helpful for any presbyter. I hope you'll consider these options, 
men as you meet with your presbyteries one last time before the Assembly (you may be able to contact your 
stated clerk and be placed on these committees without much effort if an opening exists. Worth a try). I'll 
update you on other hotspots as I hear about them. Thanks so much for your participation in the process.

JK
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Hello all,

In addition to the normal update I wanted to give you a heads up on front-burner issues. 

1. The resolution of the Peter Leithart matter. For those of you unaware, TE Leithart – member of 
Pacific Northwest Presbytery – has been accused of views placing him outside the boundaries of 
orthodoxy in our denomination. A complaint brought against him was heard, dismissed by 
presbytery, the presbytery was directed to conduct a trial, he was tried by his presbytery and 
exonerated. Then an appeal was filed to the Standing Judicial Commission wherein most recently the 
SJC found that the presbytery did not err in exonerating TE Leithart. There was significant anger in 
some circles – one could read this blog entry for a 
taste: http://greenbaggins.wordpress.com/2013/04/02/the-leithart-verdict/ (the writer of this blog 
was a prosecution expert witness in the presbytery trial), Dominic Aquila has published multiple 
articles related to the issue with a significant anti-leithart slant (http://theaquilareport.com/?
s=leithart) . If you want to see the trial documents in their entirety you can go 
here: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kpzd4mjnptyipkm/ApHiA1kiZ9 . This will be the talk of the 
Assembly and I suspect you will hear from it in four ways:

1. Review of Presbytery records will be deciding whether the PNW Presbytery's response to an 
inquiry regarding the holding of Paedocommunion views is acceptable. While we have a long
(30+ year) record of Paedocommunists in the PCA (though they may not practice 
Paedocommunion, they may hold the view) there has been a recent push to declare these 
views untenable for Teaching Elders in the PCA. I suspect that a great many in our 
denomination erroneously view Paedocommunion and Federal Vision to be nearly 
synonymous. 

2. The Nominating Committee will bring an encouraging (to me!) slate of nominees to the floor.
With some frustration over the SJC's exoneration of PNW Presbytery, the stakes will be seen 
as uniquely high. To some a vote for jurists like Dominic Aquila to retain his seat on the SJC 
will be a vote for saving orthodoxy from activist judges. The floor vote on Nominations will 
be critically important and a non-beer hour for those of us that visit the pub during GA.

3. Overture 19 from Illiana presbytery (I would call Illiana very conservative) asks the Assembly 
to order the SJC to retry the Leithart case. My information is that this overture is out-of-

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kpzd4mjnptyipkm/ApHiA1kiZ9
http://theaquilareport.com/?s=leithart
http://theaquilareport.com/?s=leithart
http://greenbaggins.wordpress.com/2013/04/02/the-leithart-verdict


order and will probably be ruled by the CCB as in conflict with the constitution. Expect a 
minority report from the CCB expressing that this overture is in order. Fun times with polity! 
It should be noted that more typical objections/appeals have not yet been filed in the case; 
the overture from Illiana is an unusual (and perhaps unconstitutional) way to get another 
bite at the apple. 

4. Three presbyteries have filed an overture asking the SJC to take original jurisdiction from 
Pacific Northwest Presbytery in the Leithart case. Here's Dominic Aquila's article about the 
overtures: http://theaquilareport.com/three-pca-presbyteries-overture-ga-to-assume-
original-jurisdiction-over-te-leithart/ . Our book of order allows for a minority of presbyteries
to ask that the jurisdiction of one presbytery over a case in the bounds be assumed by a 
greater court. This is a drastic action in our polity, being a grass-roots denomination (power 
vested in the presbyteries, sessions and congregations first). What we would be saying is that
Pacific Northwest has shown itself either incapable or unwilling to exercise proper discipline 
over those in their care. The burden of proof here is high.     

2. SJC Nominations. The current slate of nominees approved by the Nominating committee includes 
TE/s Greg Thompson, Ray Cannata, and Will Barker. The RE/s include E.J. Nusbaum, John Bise and 
John Pickering. These are all well-qualified men, to me and to the Nominating Committee. The 
greatest heat here revolves around the fact that this slate removed TE Dominic Aquila, former 
moderator of the assembly and publisher of the Aquila Report. Because RE EJ Nusbaum (also a 
former moderator of the General Assembly) was approved (and received the most votes of any 
candidate, either TE or RE) and is a member of Rocky Mountain Presbytery, Dominic was ineligible for
the TE spot, though he received significant support in balloting. The rules state that only one man 
may represent a presbytery on the court. There will be several attempts to have Dominic Aquila re-
elected to the court and Nusbaum either defeated or ruled ineligible by Aquila's election. 

Those points may leave your head spinning. I laughed writing this. Realize that there is far more that can and 
will be said in weeks ahead about both issues; complications abound and those who understand process will 
be pushing every button. My hope is only to have you informed so that you may fully participate in debate 
and vote your conscience. Please do continue to share your views on overtures – we have added more to the 
website.

Many of you have asked for other CoC assignments that could be helpful if Overtures is filled. The two I've 
heard most: Administrative Committee and Interchurch Relations Committee. One more word: encourage 
your friends in your presbyteries to attend this year's assembly. Registrations appear to be higher than 
normal. We should certainly be mindful of the need to include RE/s and bring them along. The first year I 
attended Assembly with an RE was a sweet time of shared vision and mission. 

Thanks all of you for staying informed and pulling the rope together. Hope your ministry, and your hope in the
gospel, is strong.  

Christ is King,

JK

http://theaquilareport.com/three-pca-presbyteries-overture-ga-to-assume-original-jurisdiction-over-te-leithart
http://theaquilareport.com/three-pca-presbyteries-overture-ga-to-assume-original-jurisdiction-over-te-leithart
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Hello all, Partnership Note below, but before that with 3 weeks until the opening of the 41st General 
Assembly I'd like to ask all of you for two favors:

1. Please review the overture discussions on the NP website. Even if you won't be attending the 
assembly for some reason we would do well to have your thoughts. 

2. Review and interact with our latest discussion topic, the pertinent issues heading into this assembly. 
To better prepare yourself and others for Assembly work is a primary aim of the Partnership. I would 
love to see us sharpen our thinking. Thank you! 

Christ is King,
JK

The Partnership website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1.Additions (125 elders in 48 presbyteries)

TE Nate Conrad (Chicago Metro)

TE Chad Smith (Westminster)

TE Campbell Silman (SE Louisiana)

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


2. Updates: 

Overtures 20-22 have been referred to the SJC (rather than the Overtures committee); the overtures seek to 
force the SJC to assume original jurisdiction away from the Pacific Northwest Presbytery in order to retry TE 
Leithart

Overture 23 (ordering a trial of TE Myers in Missouri Presbytery after the original complainant left the 
presbytery rendering the trial out of order) has been added to the website discussion page. 

3.To Do

-If you are serving on a Committee of Commissioners at GA could you check our list on the Partnership 
website to make sure you are correctly included? Let me know of any changes/additions.

-Please share your perspectives on overtures on our discussion page. Resourcing one another really is the 
greatest benefit of the NP. Several of you have weighed in; thank you! I intend for us to share our opinions on 
issues in confidence. This group exists to be a help so you'll hear from me (and others) regarding 
recommended courses of action. These are only given for the benefit of discussion and unity where helpful.

-Attendance at GA. All of the work we've done to inform and resource one another rests on our willingness to 
attend GA and be a part of the polity process. Not only that but bringing a Ruling Elder this year could help 
the voting on the floor to be more representative of the denomination as a whole. Please do consider it. 
There may also be some helpful seminars for you to attend together. I've found that to be true a time or two 
in the past. Good chance for ministry dreaming, etc. 

-Resourcing is always welcome. Whether you would like feedback concerning an proposed overture or you 
would like to propose a conversation for everyone's mutual benefit please let me know and I'll start the post 
on the Partnership website.

-Partnership Expansion: if you have like-minded friends in the presbyteries below, where we have no 
Partnership members, please consider reaching out to them about the National Partnership. It's helpful for 
us  to be able to coordinate across more presbyteries. 

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania



Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

Providence

Wisconsin

4. New Resources

DISCUSSION OF 2013 GA OVERTURES IS ACTIVE. Please do resource the rest of us with your perspective on 
this year's slate of overtures.

GA Primer 1 – efficient use of the Review of Presbytery Records report – TE Cal Boroughs

Robert's Rules primer – a handy chart for committee work

Serving on a Committee of the General Assembly – a short introduction from RE EJ Nusbaum

5. Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

I hope to have some resources available to you by the end of the week:

1. Critical docket items – that is, when not to be getting a beer
2. Summary document stating the consensus on Overtures from the website (note also that we will 

send out a summary of the Overtures Committee conversation after it meets during General 
Assembly included any recommended actions. As always you're free to disagree!)

If you can add any wisdom to our discussions on the website regarding Overtures before Wednesday COB I 
would be very thankful. Particularly your views on 7, 8, 16, 17, 19, 23. Thank you!
JK

Overture 17 feedback
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers, Overture 17 is an academic exercise about the ability for us to amend the WCOF.  Its 
author T David Gordon, chose an area that is as non-controversial as possible, having even 
investigated the historical differences between Reformed denominations, so as NOT to choose 
language that adds anything more (ie. tithing).   This overture is one of the few things that generated 
little discussion at Presbytery, but a few chuckles in the process.   It should be taken at face value.  --
Walt

On Jun 12, 2013 11:18 PM, "James Kessler" <JKes...@npc-dublin.org> wrote:

Brothers,
Those of us on the Overtures committee have had a lively discussion about Ascension Presbytery's 
proposed amendment to the confession. On the surface the alteration seems minor but concern is 
there that this addition paves the way for undue encroachment via the Regulative Principle. Others 
feel that we gain something by opening the door to the amendment of the confession through this 
addition. I would be very glad if we could hear from those of you with wisdom to add to the 
discussion. Thank you men!
JK

--
You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "The National 
Partnership" group.
To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email 
to TheNP+un...@googlegroups.com.
To post to this group, send email to Th...@googlegroups.com.
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt_out.

--

Walt Coppersmith

Executive Pastor

https://groups.google.com/groups/opt_out
https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

It would be easy to ignore this report because it does not directly affect most of our ministries. 
However, I do think it could affect some ministries more than you realize, especially if you are 
laboring in an area that is post-Christendom.

While this may not be the intent, the Majority Report's treatment of Acts 15 seems to speak against 
many forms of biblical contextualization. I realize some ministering to Muslims (and many other 
contexts) have abused the concept of contextualization, but it is still an important concept that affects
biblical ministry. The issues of culture, identity, and contextualization are very important discussions 
for those living in post-Christendom. This report therefore is not only about ministry to Muslims, but 
ministry to people in your city. I believe the Minority Report is clearer on this issue.
2. The Majority Report, while it says many good things, is in such technical theological language that
most lay people will not be able to understand it. The Minority Report is much more readable and 
deals with certain important realities.
3. The Majority Report does not take into consideration important realities such as this: in Egypt, no 
matter what your theological or religious beliefs may be, you are registered at birth as either a 
Muslim or Christian. There are no other options and this "identity" can never be changed. It is illegal, 
and therefore impossible, for a person who is registered Muslim to change his identity to Christian. 
What are we asking those who convert to Christianity to do? That is a very critical issue that is 
addressed in the Minority Report that is not addressed by the Majority Report. It is also a very 
practical issue in many ministries. How do we want people to relate to the culture where they live 
and are born when they come to faith in Christ? Are we advocating withdrawal or engagement?



Overall, the Majority Report is good, but lacking. I think the Minority Report fills in the gaps and is an 
important addition.

Mark Bates
Senior Pastor
Village Seven Presbyterian Church

Comparison of the Louisiana (Steve Wilkins) and Pacific 
Northwest (Peter Leithart) cases
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

 

In response to one of our number who expressed the concern to me that the SJC's case 
involving Louisiana Presbytery and Steve Wilkins might be suggested as a parallel to some of 
the actions being suggested regarding the Leithart (and Meyers) cases, I have prepared a paper
comparing the the SJC involvement with Louisiana and Pacific Northwest on these matters 
(sorry - I didn't do the same for MO - maybe I'll have time to do that addendum). I have attached
the resulting paper which demonstrates the substantial differences between the two. I hope it 
will prove helpful.

 



In Him,

Larry Hoop

Paper:

A COMPARISON OF SJC 2007-14 WITH SJC 2012-5 I have received the following inquiry regarding the 
Leithart case: “I am looking at SJC 2007-14 - The Louisiana Presbytery case. What are the differences in 
the reasoning of the SJC between the Louisiana case and the Pacific Northwest case?” SJC 2007-14 is a 
very complicated case. Here’s the background: • On April 9, 2005, Louisiana Presbytery received a 
preliminary study report from its own study committee on Federal Vision/Auburn Avenue Theology, and 
in particular the teachings of TE Steve Wilkins. The preliminary report was received and adopted by 
Presbytery and a study committee was appointed to examine TE Wilkins concerning his teachings. 
Wilkins was exonerated. • In January 2006, Central Carolina Presbytery sent a memorial to GA (as per 
BCO 40-5) arguing that TE Wilkins exoneration was improper and asking the SJC to assume original 
jurisdiction over the case, or, failing that, to cite Louisiana Presbytery to appear under BCO 40-5 “to 
show what [it] has done or failed to do in the case in question” regarding TE Wilkins. The SJC opted for 
the latter and designated this SJC 2006-2. • The SJC ruled that Louisiana could not demonstrate that 
their examination of TE Wilkins complied with the standard set for investigation of allegations made in 
BCO 31-2 (“due diligence and great discretion”). They directed presbytery to reexamine TE Wilkins and 
gave guidelines as to how that examination was to be conducted. • Louisiana Presbytery conducted the 
investigation, and exonerated TE Wilkins a second time in January 2007. On February 15, RE James Jones 
filed a complaint with Presbytery regarding its exoneration of TE Wilkins. At its April meeting, Presbytery 
denied the complaint. RE Jones filed a complaint with the SJC in May. This was designated SJC 2007-8. • 
This complaint was sustained. The SJC directed that an indictment be drawn against Louisiana Presbytery
for its failure to find a “strong presumption of guilt” against TE Wilkins and indict him. This was 
designated SJC 2007-14 (yes, we’re finally there). The citation and indictment was drawn (two counts: 
failure to properly address the differences between TE Wilkins and the Standards, and failure to indict 
him) in early January 2008; letter in January, Louisiana met to plead (not guilty to the first count, guilty to
the second); and at the end of the month, Auburn Avenue Church and TE Wilkins left the PCA. The trial 
against Louisiana Presbytery was held in March 2008 and the SJC dismissed the first count of the 
indictment and admonished presbytery as censure for the second. • Note these salient features of this 
case: (1) It was against Louisiana Presbytery for a failure to indict Wilkins (i.e., “failure to act”). (2) 
Because of this failure to indict, and his leaving the denomination, no trial of TE Wilkins was ever held. 
This is a key point. Compare with the background to SJC 2012-5: • Following the adoption of the Federal 
Vision Study Paper in 2007, TE Leithart wrote to the Stated Clerk of the Pacific Northwest Presbytery in 
order to lay out his views on specific subjects contained in the 9 Declarations of that paper. In response 
to a request from Leithart and TE Stellmon, Presbytery appointed a Study Committee to examine 
Leithart’s fitness to continue as a PCA Teaching Elder in light of his response. On October, 2008, the 
Study Committee filed its report recommending that Leithart’s views be judged to be not out of accord 
with the fundamentals of our system of doctrine. A Minority Report was also filed, recommending that 
Leithart’s views be found out of accord with the fundamentals of the system of doctrine. Presbytery 
adopted the Committee Report. • Later in October of the same year, a Complaint was filed with 
Presbytery alleging that Presbytery erred by not finding that Leithart’s views were out of accord with the
Standards and by finding that Leithart’s views were not out of accord with the Standards (a subtle 
distinction). There were also two other specifications. In April 2009, Presbytery, acting on the 
recommendation of its Judicial Commission, denied the complaint. In May 2009, TE Bordwine and others
filed complaint with the SJC by rejecting the Minority Report, which contained ample evidence that the 



differences between Leithart’s views and the Standards are fundamental, and in affirming that Leithart’s 
differences are not out of accord with the Standards. This was designated SJC 2009-6. • In March 2010, 
the Complaint was sustained. The SJC reasoned that without the completion of judicial process, 
Presbytery could not declare that these teachings are not out of accord with our system of doctrine; 
further, views of Leithart touching fundamentals of the system of doctrine set out in the Record 
suggested a strong presumption of guilt on matters that could that could properly be the subject of 
judicial process. Presbytery was directed to counsel Leithart “that the views set forth above constitute 
error that is injurious to peace and purity of the church and offer him pastoral advice on how he might 
recant and make reparations for those views or, if he is unwilling or unable in conscience to do so, that 
he is free to take timely steps toward affiliation with some other branch of the visible church that is 
consistent with his views.” Should he fail to recant or affiliate elsewhere, Presbytery was directed , in 
effect, to draw an indictment against him. It should be noted that, despite the obvious differences in the 
two decisions, and the attending circumstances (e.g., Wilkins leaving the PCA), Cases 2009-6 and 2007-
14 end at roughly parallel points: judgment has been rendered against each presbytery for exonerating a 
member; no indictment has been filed; no trial has been held. • At the Pacific Northwest Presbytery 
meeting in October, TE Leithart reported he had not changed his views nor was he requesting to transfer 
his credentials out of the PCA. At that point Presbytery initiated process against him. The trial was held 
in June 2011, and Leithart was found not guilty of all the charges against him. This judgment was 
adopted by Presbytery at its October meeting. • Complaint against this action was filed with the 
Presbytery in November 2011. This complaint was denied in April 2012. RE Hedman then filed complaint 
with the SJC in May. This was designated SJC 2012-5. The complaint was denied by the SJC in March 
2013. It should be noted that Presbytery had acted in this matter by holding an extensive trial (as 
opposed to Louisiana), and that no clear error of fact or judgment was demonstrated by the 
Complainant.
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,
Those of us on the Overtures committee have had a lively discussion about Ascension Presbytery's 
proposed amendment to the confession. On the surface the alteration seems minor but concern is 
there that this addition paves the way for undue encroachment via the Regulative Principle. Others 
feel that we gain something by opening the door to the amendment of the confession through this 
addition. I would be very glad if we could hear from those of you with wisdom to add to the 
discussion. Thank you men!
JK

kevinjtwit
<kevinjtwit@gmail.com>
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

But Gordon is a strict regulative guy and so my concerns as to the precedent this sets are still there.
 We don't need it if you are not a strict rp guy. 

Sent from my iPhone

David Goneau
<dgoneau@newlifeglenside.com>

unread,

Jun 13, 2013, 4:22:33 PM









to thenp@googlegroups.com

I'm not sure I fully understand why it's necessary to amend the WCoF on this particular issue.  It 
seems to me that Scripture, being our highest authority, already speaks relatively clearly on the issue
of supporting the work of the church financially.  Is it to establish precendent that may allow for more 
controversial amendments in the future?  My skeptical bent thinks this may be an attempt to more 
narrowly define theological positions that were, for whatever reason, not addressed by the 
Westminster Divines.  i would appreciate any feedback that may help clarify the argument  for me.

David Goneau

Pre-Assembly Partnership Notes
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Brothers,

I'd like to orient you a little to Assembly week and provide a couple of details.

1. At the close of Overtures Committee business (probably Tuesday afternoon) I will prepare a summary
of our actions and advice from our guys on the OC. Of course as always you are free to vote however 
you choose we just want to do our best to resource anyone looking for further information.



2. Docket: There are some moments where you are going to need to be present to vote rather than 
strolling the exhibitions or grabbing a beer. I would outline the most crucial areas of the docket this 
way (all times approximate)

1. Wednesday, 1.30pm – Review of Presbytery Records report (there are 4 minority reports 
seeking to retry SJC cases or constrain further our brothers who hold to Paedocommunion 
but respectfully do not practice Paedocommunion, as they have for more than 2 decades in 
our denomination). Most of the NP Guys on RPR voted in the majority in each of those cases.
I am personally opposed to each of those minority reports. 

2. Thursday, 10.25am – SJC report.
3. Thursday, 11.10am – Constitutional Business – another attempted bite at the TE Leithart SJC

case. I expect the minority report to be ruled out of order
4. Thursday 11.30am – Nominating Committee – there will be attempts to overturn the 

committee's recommendations, as there are every year. This is of particular interest to me 
and 13 other NP members as we served on this committee and were very happy with the 
candidates believing them very qualified, but good brothers can disagree here. 

5. Thursday 3.30pm – Overtures Committee
So then, I would plan to be very available from Wednesday early afternoon and particularly the Thursday 
morning hours. Keep an eye out for those reports on the docket.

3.

Use of the National Partnership Website. Brothers, I would like to ask that you not access the Partnership 
website publicly (that means in committee, on the floor, in the halls), not because we have anything to hide 
but because we want to be mindful of being perceived as participating in the Assembly with a 'party spirit'. 
Though I believe we've proceeded honorably I would like to care enough for those opposed to or fearful of 
the NP to exercise restraint where reasonable.

4.

Emails during the Assembly will be useful but will be moderated to ensure that we do not overload 
everyone's email boxes. If you wish to have an email spread to the entire group you can let me know. So if you
'reply' to NP emails or send an email to th...@googlegroups.com your email will go directly to me and I can 
attempt to answer any questions you might have or post your email to the whole group if you prefer. 

5.  

I will be participating in a Thursday Morning seminar with George Robertson and Mike Ross. It should draw 
nearly dozens as it happens opposite the Duncan/Mohler seminar on inerrancy. Of course if you've already 
settled the matter of inerrancy and have already picked up your free stuff and spoken to the guy in the exhibit
hall about Jews for Jesus we would love for you join us. The title of the seminar is 'loving communication' 
which is not a fantastic title but will have fantastic 

content from some great speakers. I will also speak. And there will be an opportunity to ask questions about 
how we interact with one another both publicly and privately in an information age. My specific focus will 
regard the price we pay in the process of brotherly love if we believe the Gospel.

6.

Me and some other Partnership guys will look to grab a beer Thursday night after everything and you are 
invited to join us. I will send out an email letting you know when and where. 

https://groups.google.com/


7.

Additions (131 elders in 48 presbyteries)

TE Pat Hickman (Central Indiana)

RE Bill Thomas (North Texas)

RE Paul Neighbors (Siouxlands)

TE Mike Tilley (Central Florida)

TE Scott Sauls (Nashville)

TE Jim Lovelady (Philadelphia)

One final note:

I hope you won't mind if I reflect for a moment on a couple of things I'm trying to tell myself as we enter a 
contentious but also God-honoring week of work and worship. 

This Assembly will neither save nor condemn the PCA, contrary to what you may have heard. I don't pretend 
that we are here to save the denomination or prevent it from decay. We are here to do the Lord's work and to
love one another. I'm not sure what sorts of frustrations we will encounter in committee, on the floor, on the 
internet, whatever; but I do know that we can't take ourselves too seriously and that we are privileged to 
deliberate and craft together as men called. 

It has to be enough for me, and perhaps for you too, to adorn our profession with honor and dignity this 
week, to love one another well, to believe the Gospel more than before we came. It has to be more important
to us to be men than to be right. I'm preaching to myself, but I thought you might be interested in 
overhearing. Pulling the rope with you brothers has been a joy for me this past year; I've met so many new 
brothers and have been encouraged at different times by several of you. To lead the National Partnership has 
been hard and good work, and hilarious if you saw the state of my closets – both figurative and literal. You are
my friends most of all and I'm thankful for that. Have a great week.

  

Christ is King,

JK

Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

https://groups.google.com/
https://groups.google.com/
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers:
May I suggest another "don't miss" item will be the IM study committee report. It will be first thing 
Thursday AM. You received a good email from Mark Bates explaining why it is critical to combine the
minority report with the majority report.

Looking forward to seeing you soon!

In Him!
EJ

James Kessler
<JKessler@npc-dublin.org>
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

From: <Bates>, Mark Bates <mba...@v7pc.org>
Reply-To: "TheNP+...@googlegroups.com" <TheNP+...@googlegroups.com>
Date: Sunday, June 16, 2013 10:42 PM
To: "TheNP+...@googlegroups.com" <TheNP+...@googlegroups.com>
Cc: "Th...@googlegroups.com" <Th...@googlegroups.com>
Subject: Re: Another Docket Item

Also, I heard that Alfred Poirier speaking against the Minority Report. If someone has that, could you please 
send it to me. I would like to see what the arguments are against it.

Thanks,

Mark

Mark Bates
Senior Pastor
Village Seven Presbyterian Church

To TNP: Response to The Gospel Coalition's Statement on 
the abuse/cover-up allegations in SGM
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

My Dear Brothers

I wanted to bring up an important story that is not getting the attention it deserves in our Reformed circles.
I don't know if you have heard yet about the alleged child sexual abuse and cover-up case involving C.J. 
Mahaney and Sovereign Grace Ministries. After their initial silence, the very influential groups, Together 
for the Gospel and The Gospel Coalition, have now publicly supported their friend C.J. Mahaney with 
written statements on their respective websites. They include many distressing inaccuracies and 
damaging statements to any victims of child sexual abuse. I wanted to bring them to your attention and 
ask you to educate yourself about the situation for the good of our churches and our children. This is a 
critical issue in our time as sexual abuse is an epidemic in our culture and tragically few churches take 
appropriate steps to protect those who cannot protect themselves.

I have attached a document in which I respond to these disturbing statements by The Gospel Coalition 
and Together for the Gospel for your consideration. I would also encourage you to please read the 
lawsuit for yourself. I believe what is going on is very wrong. This case is parallel to the Penn State case 
and cover-up in the number of witnesses and types of charges. The difference is these are our Reformed 
evangelical brothers and almost no one with influence is speaking out. I know you men care about 
speaking up for the truth and protecting the vulnerable because this is the heart of the God we serve. I 
would love to hear from any of you about this. Looking forward to seeing some of you soon at GA.

Grace and Peace,

Mike Sloan

mikea...@gmail.com

678-524-5595



Thoughts on TGC_T4G Statements Re SGM Scandal.docx

Jedidiah Slaboda
<jedidiah@secondcitychurch.org>

tel:(678)%20524-5595
https://groups.google.com/
http://www.brentdetwiler.com/storage/edited-pdfs/second%20amended%20sgm%20lawsuit.pdf
http://www.brentdetwiler.com/storage/edited-pdfs/second%20amended%20sgm%20lawsuit.pdf
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Thanks for sharing, Mike. I have been troubled by this as well. Organizations centered around 
authoritative or celebrity figures are often too proud to admit failure or sin until it is impossible to 
deny it any longer. We have all seen men deny adultery until the evidence piles up for similar 
reasons--pride.

One resource for churches is the training program by Stewards of Children, Darkness to Light. Look 
it up and sign up your staff and children's workers to attend. Announce it in the church, let would be 
abusers know that you know it can happen (and is happening) in any church and that we are called 
to vigilantly steward all children from abuse.

http://www.d2l.org/site/c.4dICIJOkGcISE/b.6243681/k.86C/Child_Sexual_Abuse_Prevention_Trainin
g.htm

Resolution on Child Sexual Abuse
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

I am planning on bringing this personal resolution on child sexual abuse. I have attached it for your 
consideration. I would really appreciate your support on this as your conscience dictates. It should 
come under new business on Wednesday morning. It needs a 2/3 majority to pass. My prayer is that 
it will encourage many churches to more actively pursue protecting children as the love of Jesus 
would have us do.

Mike

Personal Resolution on Child Sexual Abuse

Proposed to the 41st General Assembly in Greenville, South Carolina

By TE Mike Sloan, Georgia Foothills Presbytery

WHEREAS our Lord Jesus demonstrated his righteous anger at his disciples, rebuking those who would 
do anything to prevent covenant children from coming unto him, saying “to such belongs the Kingdom of
God” (Mark 10:14); and

WHEREAS the Lord Jesus, who possesses all power and authority in heaven and on earth, taught and 
demonstrated in his humiliation, that power is rightly exercised to serve others, protect the weak, and 
speak for the oppressed (Mark 10:42-45, Exodus 22:21-24, Deuteronomy 10:17-19, Proverbs 31:1-9); 
and

WHEREAS a silent epidemic of child abuse exists in our culture wherein 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 6 boys are 
sexually abused before their eighteenth birthday (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006), 
including girls and boys who attend PCA churches, with 95% of victims being violated by someone they 
know and trust (Darkness2Light.org); and

WHEREAS child sexual abuse thrives in an environment that discourages open communication about the 
abuse and also thrives with both the calculated sin of abusers and by the inaction of church leaders who 
are nonetheless complicit in the abuse and culpable before the Lord; and

WHEREAS the law mandates all pastors, church employees and volunteers to report child abuse to civil 
authorities, and biblical due diligence requires churches to train its workers and volunteers to protect 
children by screening workers and volunteers, by strictly limiting one adult one child situations, and by 
maintaining a child protection policy informed by wise resources now widely available; and 



WHEREAS the silence of the church, by not speaking out against this sin, or not supporting the 
courageous victims who disclose abuse, or not proactively taking the steps to prevent abuse, is a 
fundamental failure of servant leadership in such a time as this, and drives people away from the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ; and

WHEREAS some Reformed and evangelical organizations, fellowships of ministers, and well-known 
leaders have lately come under the closest moral and legal scrutiny, many facing criminal and/or civil 
litigation for neglect in reporting probable criminal activity against children and harboring and protecting
probable sexual perpetrators against children; and

WHEREAS some of our church officers and members, have established close relational ties with some of 
these Reformed and evangelical organizations, fellowships of ministers, and/or well-known leaders, 
some with little or no knowledge of these circumstances, and some despite knowledge of these 
circumstances, casting doubt in the eyes of many on the stance of the PCA toward child sexual abuse and
our moral resolve to uproot it; THEREFORE, be it

RESOLVED that we plead with all pastors and church officers to lead their churches to study, implement, 
and maintain child protection policies pertaining to our moral and legal obligations in loving our 
covenant children and protecting their rightful interests as God’s image-bearers and heirs of the 
Covenant of Grace from the devastating actions of abusers in the church; and be it further

RESOLVED that we pledge our commitment to work and fully cooperate with duly appointed God-
ordained government officials in exposing and bringing to justice all probable perpetrators, who morally 
and criminally harm the children placed in our trust, and not in any perceivable way display reluctance in
fully cooperating with lawful authorities by attempting to handle the issue internally by subjecting either
the supposed victim or alleged criminal perpetrator to private “church discipline” or relational 
"restoration” apart from the fulfillment of our mandated reporting duties to God-ordained government 
authorities; and be it further

RESOLVED that we strongly urge our permanent committees and agencies, church officers, and 
members, to exercise a high level of discernment in our affiliations, whether official or unofficial, with 
any Reformed and/or evangelical organization, fellowship of ministers, and/or well-known leader who 
does not take an active posture toward rooting out child sexual abuse in the church; and be it further

RESOLVED that we exhort all pastors and church officers to use their power for the protection of the 
vulnerable, by any and all godly means, including speaking boldly about the horrors of child sexual abuse



in our time, urging anyone with knowledge of these sins to “take no part in the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but instead expose them.” (Ephesians 5:11), and by supporting victims who are easily 
intimidated, and often suffer in silence, without the clear support of those in positions of power; and be 
it finally

RESOLVED that the 41st General Assembly urge all members of the PCA to renew our allegiance to our 
Lord Jesus to love our covenant children as he loves our covenant children, for to such belongs the 
Kingdom of God (Mark 10:14).

GA: Beer tonight, 8.30pm at The Trappe Door
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Completely informal beer gathering tonight. We don't have a room but we have a restaurant. Come buy a 
beer and some food. For those of us that have interacted through the NP who still don't know the faces 
behind the names, this might be fun. No Agenda, no speeches or slogans. Just beer and great food. I 
recommend the McChouffe and the homemade Apple Sausage. Come hang out if you like. No big deal if you 
can't.

JK



No beer tonight!
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Overtures has been reconvened for this evening, so no-go on beer night!
JK

GA: BEER ON
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Barley's on West Washington, 9pm.



Revised Personal Resolution on Child Sexual Abuse
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Please see the attached revision of the Personal Resolution on Child Sexual Abuse. Brothers, I 
would certainly appreciate your support for this resolution on Wednesday in the morning or hopefully
shortly after lunch at the latest (It will come under new business). The man who trained me in abuse 
prevention has told me that he knows of a case right now in the PCA where the church is presently 
seeking to deal with the situation by not reporting the abuse to the authorities. Brothers, let's speak 
boldly and clearly on this matter.

Regards
Mike

Personal Resolution on Child Sexual Abuse

Proposed to the 41st General Assembly in Greenville, South Carolina

By TE Mike Sloan, Georgia Foothills Presbytery

WHEREAS our Lord Jesus demonstrated his righteous anger at his disciples, rebuking those who would 
do anything to prevent covenant children from coming unto him, saying “to such belongs the Kingdom of
God” (Mark 10:14); and



WHEREAS the Lord Jesus, who possesses all power and authority in heaven and on earth, taught and 
demonstrated in his humiliation, that power is rightly exercised to serve others, protect the weak, and 
speak for the oppressed (Mark 10:42-45, Exodus 22:21-24, Deuteronomy 10:17-19, Proverbs 31:1-9); 
and

WHEREAS a silent epidemic of child abuse exists in our culture wherein 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 6 boys are 
sexually abused before their eighteenth birthday (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006), 
including girls and boys who attend PCA churches, with 95% of victims being violated by someone they 
know and trust (Darkness2Light.org); and

WHEREAS child sexual abuse thrives in an environment that discourages open communication about the 
abuse and also thrives with both the calculated sin of abusers and by the inaction of church leaders who 
are nonetheless complicit in the abuse and culpable before the Lord; and

WHEREAS the law in almost all states mandates pastors, and even in some states volunteers, to report 
child abuse to civil authorities within 24 hours, and biblical due diligence requires churches to train its 
workers and volunteers to protect children by screening workers and volunteers, by strictly limiting one 
adult one child situations, and by maintaining a child protection policy informed by wise resources now 
widely available; and 

WHEREAS the silence of the church, by not speaking out against this sin, or not supporting the 
courageous victims who disclose abuse, or not proactively taking the steps to prevent abuse, is a 
fundamental failure of servant leadership in such a time as this, and drives people away from the Gospel 
of Jesus Christ; and

WHEREAS many of our members have close relational ties with some Reformed and evangelical 
organizations, fellowships of ministers, and well-known leaders who have lately come under the closest 
moral and legal scrutiny, some facing criminal and/or civil litigation for neglect in reporting alleged 
criminal activity against children and harboring and protecting alleged sexual perpetrators against 
children, casting doubt in the eyes of some on the stance of the PCA toward child sexual abuse and our 
moral resolve to uproot it; THEREFORE, be it 

RESOLVED that we plead with all pastors and church officers to take an active stance toward rooting out 
child sexual abuse in the church by leading their churches to study, implement, and maintain child 
protection policies pertaining to our moral and legal obligations in loving our covenant children and 
protecting their rightful interests as God’s image-bearers and heirs of the Covenant of Grace from the 
devastating actions of abusers in the church; and be it further



RESOLVED that we pledge our commitment to work and fully cooperate with duly appointed God-
ordained government officials in exposing and bringing to justice all probable perpetrators, who morally 
and criminally harm the children placed in our trust, and not in any perceivable way display reluctance in
fully cooperating with lawful authorities by attempting to handle the issue internally by subjecting either
the supposed victim or alleged criminal perpetrator to private “church discipline” or relational 
"restoration” apart from the fulfillment of our mandated reporting duties to God-ordained government 
authorities; and be it further

RESOLVED that we exhort all pastors and church officers to use their power for the protection of the 
vulnerable, by any and all godly means, including speaking boldly about the horrors of child sexual abuse
in our time, urging anyone with knowledge of these sins to “take no part in the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but instead expose them.” (Ephesians 5:11), and by supporting victims who are easily 
intimidated, and often suffer in silence, without the clear support of those in positions of power; and be 
it finally

RESOLVED that the 41st General Assembly urge all members of the PCA to renew our allegiance to our 
Lord Jesus to love our covenant children as he loves our covenant children, for to such belongs the 
Kingdom of God (Mark 10:14).
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

Ordinarily the opening of the General Assembly proceeds pro forma with a moderator election and the 
adoption of the docket. Tonight the Administrative Committee has been notified that there will be 
amendments to the docket seeking to expand the footprint of the TE Leithart case over the span of the 
assembly rather than dealing with the matter in a condensed fashion. In my opinion this would in no way 
serve the body (only protracting a conflict for the sake of making a point) so I thought I would let you know 
that it may be important for you to be present to vote on the matter. If I had other plans for post Assembly 
worship tonight (like the Reformed Communion dinner, etc.) I would delay them in order to be present and 
ready to vote. 

Thanks men,

JK

GA: Sloan's personal resolution
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

For those of you interested in hearing/acting on Mike Sloan's personal resolution (dealing with sexual abuse 
in the church), you will want to get to the hall ASAP. 

JK



GA: Today's Note
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

I want to bring you a couple of important notes for today's Assembly:

1:30 – RPR report. There will be four minority reports (2 dealing with Paedocommunion exceptions and 2 
dealing with already-decided SJC cases). You probably have strong feelings one way or another (personally I 
will be opposing all four reports); if you would like to vote on these we would encourage you to get back from
lunch on time for this report. As it is an order of the day it will not occur at any other time. See you then.

Vacancies on the SJC: TE Greg Thompson had to withdraw from nomination to the SJC and TE Brian Lee had 
to resign from the class of 2015. Due to this there will be two additional nominees (in addition to the typical 
multiple floor nominations we will deal with). I appreciate your forbearance when I give you my own hope for
those spots. I will give you what I see as the most qualified options for those vacancies after the final floor 
nominees are received today. As always I would welcome your thoughts either personally or to share with the
rest of the group. As I mentioned before the assembly you will want to be present for the Nominating 
committee report due tomorrow morning, 10:25am.

Thanks brothers!

JK



GA: votes are close, join us.
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

The last vote from RPR was a difference of 30 votes. If you are present and unsure about the significance of 
your voting, it appears the assembly is divided and your participation would be significant. See you soon!

JK

GA: Today's assembly note
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Brothers:

Now – completion of RPR report. Critical for you to be here

11:30am – ORDER OF THE DAY. Nominating Committee Report. Please be here for this. Please do not be late.
There is a critical procedural move at the beginning of this report (11:30am) of which I am in favor and hope 
you will be supportive too. The procedural motion will allow the assembly to at least hear the Nominating 
Committee candidate (E.J. Nusbaum) instead of having him eliminated as a candidate by a floor nomination of
Dr. Dominic Aquila. We can only have one nominee from each presbytery on the SJC, we can only have Aquila 
or Nusbaum, both of whom have been General Assembly Moderators but I am heavily in favor of E.J. I hope 
you'll forgive this strong opinion. I want to give you my thoughts on the other candidates and welcome your 
response either privately or to the group as a whole:

Admin Committee:

TE Steve Jeantet, Southwest Florida (my friend Timothy LeCroy is also nominated and both are very qualified, 
but we may want to ensure that we are united on this matter so that we do not split the vote)

Committee on Constitutional Business:

TE Larry Hoop

Alternate – Steve Dowling

MTW – TE Larry Doughan

SJC 

Class of 2015 – TE Cal Boroughs

Class of 2017 – TE Ray Cannata 

Class of 2017 – RE E.J. Nusbaum



TEC

RE Bill Cranford

Following the NC report – Ad Interim Committee on Insider movements – you have read TE Mark Bates' 
argument for adding the minority report to the majority report. Perhaps Mark will restate his support in a 
note I will send later. Please be informed on the minority report so you can vote accordingly.

More to come, undoubtedly. Christ is King!

JK

GA: 130 start!
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,
Need you back for the next session's business, 1:30 sharp for this important procedural discussion 
and vote.
JK



4:20
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Special order. Overtures 19&23. Have to be there.

GA: reconvene at 9p
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Men,
We will be reconvening around 9p (when worship ends). Significant items we will take action on:

1. Mike's resolution (it will be moved procedurally to have the item moved up in the docket) regarding
sexual sin in the church. It was gutted in committee.

2. Overture 8: the item requiring the reporting of differences. This appeared to be a step away from 
good faith subscription and a step toward stricter subscription. That may be an oversimplification but 
there will be a minority report coming from those unhappy with the committee work. I will vote 
against that minority report, believing that this is a solution in search of a problem.

See you then!

James Kessler
<JKessler@npc-dublin.org>
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Bates, Mark" <mba...@v7pc.org>
Date: June 20, 2013, 7:33:23 PM EDT
To: <TheNP+...@googlegroups.com>
Subject: Re: GA: reconvene at 9p
Reply-To: <TheNP+...@googlegroups.com>

Insider report may come back tonight with the section on Allah a deleted
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What I think about the resolution on child sexual abuse
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

 

After much soul searching, I am convinced it would be better for victims if we vote down the watered 
down statement tonight. I would appreciate any of you who are led to speak. There will hopefully be 
a procedural motion to allow me to speak even though I was in overtures, since I am the original 
author of the resolution.

 

My speech is below if you want to read my reasons for opposing this now.

 

I appreciate you all

Mike

 

Mike Sloan, TE, Georgia Foothills Presbytery. I actually plan to vote against the Resolution on 
Child Sexual Abuse as amended by the overtures committee, which may surprise you since I 
wrote and brought the original resolution. After careful thought, and in light of my experience 
listening to victims of abuse, and Christian experts on child sexual abuse, I believe this 
statement will do more harm than good. This shortened statement will not communicate to 
victims that we stand with you without hesitation, or that we plan to diligently challenge the 
environment of silence surrounding this issue in our churches, or that we will challenge all of 



our churches to take the loving and bold actions needed to prevent child sexual abuse. Here are 
three reasons for my opposition:
 

1.      First, I think one of the main sentiments that led to this current weaker statement is our 
concern about potentially making ourselves vulnerable, especially in regard to lawsuits in 
our churches. First of all, churches now who are not reporting child sexual 
abuse are vulnerable to lawsuits. A more robust statement that actually called churches into
compliance with mandated reporting laws would help protect them from lawsuits.
But brothers, I hope you have noticed that this is exactly the type of thinking that has led to 
a silent epidemic of child sexual abuse in our time. Our instinct is to protect ourselves and 
those in positions of power instead of the weak. My dear brothers, if we are putting concern
for our potential vulnerability over the present and real vulnerability of children, it seems 
our priorities are out of line with Scripture. I believe if a lawsuit is what it takes to bring 
repentance to a church who has been sheltering child sexual abuse and so that it begins to 
protects the weak, then so be it.
2.      Second, a glaring omission of this statement is any urgent call to follow mandated 
reporting laws. If we would simply listen to experts in this area, and the countless victims, 
then we would hear that there is today, right now, in countless churches, including PCA 
churches, a widespread failure to report abuse to authorities. I know of several situations in 
the PCA happening right now. Our PCA brothers who are not following mandated reporting 
laws need a loving rebuke. This resolution is not a loving rebuke. This statement essentially 
affirms the status quo. We must stand up and declare unequivocally that this is 
unacceptable for churches who profess deep love for the Lord Jesus. Affirming this 
statement would inadvertently encourage the code of silence that many churches have 
adopted. It is great to say we encourage one another to protect children by any and all 
means, but it rings hollow if we fail to challenge churches to report child sexual abuse. 
Brothers, if we will not affirm that the love of Jesus requires us to bring such heinous crimes 
to the attention of the civil authorities, then there is no point in making a statement at all.
3.      Third, the point of any resolution is to make a strong exhortation, for such a time as this.
A resolution is more of a timely statement than a timeless statement. Of course it must have
timeless elements in it. However, if it is not timely and prophetic, there is no point in making
a statement. This reads more like an obligatory statement than a prophetic statement. This 
will be heard as……too little……and too late. If we start to listen to our brothers and sisters 
who have been harmed, if we start to listen to experts in this area, many of whom are found
in our own denomination, I believe we could pass a robust and prophetic statement that 
would affirm victims and give churches real pause if they are not reporting child sexual 
abuse. I’m afraid if we pass this statement we will convince ourselves we have handled this 
issue, and we will believe that there is nothing else to be said. My brothers, there is much 
more to be said in defense of children.

 
In summary brothers, I am urging you to vote against the resolution today. I believe this resolution puts 
children at greater risk for child sexual abuse, because it contains no language urging our churches to 
work with civil authorities, or fulfill their mandated reporting duties. Without those explicit 
encouragements, the resolution implicitly encourages churches to handle the crime of child sexual abuse



internally, with devastating effects for our children. Victims of abuse will hear this and it will hurt them, 
because we are not strongly standing with them on the main issue that could have stopped their abusers
and rescued them.

GA: starting now
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to thenp@googlegroups.com
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

James, and fellow NP brothers,

As one of our number who was unable to attend GA this year, I want to
thank each of you for your faithfulness in participating in our
denomination's committees and assembly. There were various issues
that came up this year on which I have my particular perspectives, but
regardless of how any particular vote went, or whether you and I agree
or disagree on how it should have turned out, I am deeply blessed to
know that you brothers represented our denomination well and also
represented me and the many other PCA brothers who are serving several
continents away from Greenville (in my case, the beautiful land of
coffee-- Ethiopia).

James, your well-stated final email encouraged my heart. As you all
take some well-deserved 1am rest after your full week of procedural
motions, committee reports, and the like-- I am waking up to a sunny
Addis Ababa morning and smiling as I see in my mind's eye Jeff Kerr
stepping up to that microphone, or Mike Sloan speaking courageously
about a profoundly important issue that deeply affects my own personal
story as well as the many vulnerable and at-risk children our team
works with daily. I see your thoughtful reading and consideration of
a 200-page majority and minority Insider Movement report which may
have less direct application to your own ministries, but significantly
affects the way I minister to my 10-year old friend, Tsefedin, who
"runs" on crutches to embrace the followers of Jesus who are helping
make his crippled feet straight again.

So, thank you brothers. One sadness that comes with our family's
particular place of calling is that I am not able to join you all at
GA or other important gatherings as often as I would like. But rest
assured that I will be there in 2014, and fully expecting some firm
handshakes, warm hugs, and a well-deserved beer after a long business
meeting. I look forward to continuing this journey together as we
labor with Christ's strength to see God's Kingdom advance and to make
our denomination a place of gracious discourse as we share life and
ministry together.

Blessings to each of you as you return to your families, and your
specific congregations and places of ministry-- and thank you for
blessing me this week.

Jason

--
Pastor Jason Polk
Ethiopia ACT Project
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

I wanted to write and tell you two things:

First, you don't want to read any more Partnership Notes and I don't want to write them. The next time you 
hear from me will probably be a few months from now. 

Second I find myself full of thanksgiving. It would be easy to believe it to stem from the feeling that we won. 
But that would be wrong not only because it isn't true of me but also because it isn't true of us. There was 
plenty of "winning" in terms of votes and procedural motions and the mussels in roquefort broth and 
McChouffe's at the Trappe Door, but that isn't what I mean. We didn't win; the kingdom won – and not 
because Jesus is a member of the National Partnership (unless one of you invited him but I haven't heard 
anything). The kingdom won because Bobby Griffith was passionate and because Jeff Kerr didn't fear the 
microphone. The kingdom won because Scott Winchester came to the Overtures Committee without a suit on
and business proceeded nonetheless and because Dan Wykoff almost stayed awake the entire time we 
debated the third substitute to a procedural motion regarding independent clause use in Appendix K. 

The kingdom won because immediate bonds were formed between men in Greenville simply because they 
shared the presence of the Spirit and union with Christ. They won because connecting your faces with your 
names on the convention floor felt like meeting an old friend and because none of you felt weird that I kept 



looking at your name tags. And because none of you made fun of me – to my face – about my West Wing-
esque brisk walk everywhere and because I did – I tell you I really did – at one point yell out "We're at 
microphone FOUR!" outside the convention center like it was the most important thing that could be said. 
Like the building might be on fire. Like the only escape was microphone FOUR. 

The kingdom won because I read Fred Greko's nomination form – a man I sought to oppose by floor nominee 
- and loved the story of his life. And it won because I had several chances to repent with men about whom I 
said stupid things and I even took one or two of them. The kingdom won because at the end of the day I could
shake David Coffin's hand and thank him for helping me understand complicated things and because – God 
help me – I do love Joey Pipa and that mustache because he's an old southern dog who still knows how to 
wrangle an assembly, and because his sins are so, so familiar to mine.  

The kingdom won too because one man stood in the courage of Jesus and rebuked us and him from the floor 
of the General Assembly and said that we must suffer the little children; that a resurrection demands first the 
grave for every one of us, even our sense of decorum, even our sense of prerogative. It demands that we 
storm the gates full of fire sometimes and that we may have to dash ourselves against those gates in the 
process. But Jesus is always with us and there is nothing lost between the last breath and the first. 

There are no enemies for those who are in Christ, and though there is plenty of losing everywhere there are 
no true defeats in the end. May you rest in your labors, brothers. Thank you.

JK

From: bobby griffith <bg...@yahoo.com>
Date: June 23, 2013, 1:41:17 PM EDT
To: <TheNP+...@googlegroups.com>
Subject: Re: GA: Final note
Reply-To: <TheNP+...@googlegroups.com>

Brothers,

Thank you for your service to God's kingdom in the PCA - every day and last week at our 
General Assembly.

Though Mike Sloan's resolution was not adopted, I will seek to introduce something similar for 
my presbytery (North Texas) to adopt and send to all our member churches. I am going to send 
drafts to child advocate attorneys and and make sure the language will be prophetic and specific 
to my regional context. I urge some of you to try and do the same.

I would also like to see four or five presbyteries (or more) offer overtures regarding protecting 
our children to the 42nd General Assembly. I think if we have more than one, even if the 
subsequent ones read (answer in reference to Overture One) it will send a strong message to 

https://groups.google.com/
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those who are watching the PCA and to those who may be hesitant to "speak to legal issues" or 
so-called "social justice" issues. It would be a nice homage to Mike's hard work if someone 
could time it where Overture One next year is something like Mike's resolution.

It was an honor to sit with many of you at Microphone Four this year. I am grateful for all of you
and for this partnership.

Blessings,
Bobby

Rev. Bobby G. Griffith, Jr.
City Presbyterian Church - OKC

Insider movement criticism response from Mark Bates
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers,

With a flurry of critical articles being written and posted by The Aquila Report, Mark Bates (NP) - who
supported the minority report - answers those criticisms on his blog. 

JK

http://6000ft.blogspot.com/2013/06/the-pca-insider-movement-study-committee.html?m=1
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1. Additions (140 elders in 48 presbyteries)

TE Richard Schwartz (Nashville)

TE Scott Crosby (Nashville)

TE Phil Kruis (Southwest)

TE Mike Tilley (Central Florida)

TE Matthew Armstrong (Metro Atlanta)

TE Rich Good (Potomac)

TE Clay Holland (Houston Metro)

TE Jim Richter (Westminster)

TE Jack Ewing (Suncoast)

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


2. Notes

I would propose these NP goals for the following 'season' (before GA 2014): 

1. continue to dutifully serve on presbytery and assembly committees, fill vacant seats where possible

2. Support a healthy denominational dialogue - NP members speaking in GA seminars on topics beneficial to 
the Church

3. Help to pass comprehensive guidance/advice on dealing with sexual abuse in the church via multiple 
presbytery overtures

4. Resist presbytery-by-presbytery attempts to redefine/constrict orthodoxy in the PCA as they arise (similar 
to opposition to intinction measures last year)

I would be glad to hear from you about these goals or others you would propose. Thanks for your help in 
thinking this through.

TE Mike Sloan will be providing guidance to this group about the best way to move forward for those of us 
interested in pursuing the matter of sexual abuse in the church. You should expect an update from Mike in the
next couple of days.

GA seminars: One way the NP can benefit our denomination is by starting helpful resourcing conversations at 
GA through the seminar hours. Please suggest any seminars that you would love to hear at GA and we'll see 
if anyone on this list is up for it. I would appreciate that week taking on more of a continuing education 
opportunity. We will always have a fair amount of work to do at the assembly but wouldn't it be nice to also 
benefit from the collective wisdom in our denomination? I'll start a conversation on the website regarding 
possible topics and speakers. Here's what I've proposed to the folks in Atlanta so far (speakers for these topics
have been approached, though if any of you are interested in joining a panel discussion from one of the topics
below please let me know!):

1. Paper to pulpit: The sermon drafting process. 

2. Presbytery Health: we have some guys in the NP that have pursued very helpful reforms in their 
presbyteries. I would love to resource other pastors that long for a better life together for their presbyteries.

3. How to establish appropriate guidelines for dealing with sexual abuse in your church. 

4. Staffing: Sharpening your Assistant and Associate Pastors for greater ministry impact. 

5. The Pastor and Writer: cultivating your writing gifts to benefit both your local and the greater Church. 

3. Calendar: for those of you new to our list or new to PCA polity, this is the typical lineup of those items 
throughout the year requiring NP action,

Fall/Winter: Overtures from previous GA up for vote at the presbytery level. GA seminars are scheduled and 
openings filled.

March: Nominating Committee meets in Atlanta to staff denominational permanent and special committees. 

April: Review of Presbytery Records committee meets in Atlanta



May: Deadline for proposed BCO amendments. The NP starts discussions on all overtures set for GA

June: Houston in the Summer! Being a member of the NP presumes that you'll be with us at GA. 

Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.

FW: Update for the NP on Child Sexual Abuse Statement
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

An update from Mike Sloan

From: "mikea...@gmail.com" <mikea...@gmail.com>
Date: Monday, August 5, 2013 8:37 PM
To: james kessler <jkes...@npc-dublin.org>
Subject: Update for the NP on Child Sexual Abuse Statement
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James,

Below is the email for the NP on the child sexual abuse statement. Let me know what you think and then one 
of us can send it on.

Thanks
Mike

Dear Brothers,

Thank you for all of your encouragement during and since GA regarding the statement on child sexual abuse. I
wanted to update all of you on what will hopefully happen between now and next GA. I am organizing a 
meeting with several PCA experts on child sexual abuse, including some survivors, which I hope will meet by 
the end of the year. The goal of this meeting will be to produce a robust statement more in line with the 
original statement I brought, not the weakened version that came out of the overtures committee. We will 
also plan to produce a detailed rationale for the statement to give more education about the dynamics of 
abuse and thus the need for a more robust statement. We will also address potential objections. In the 
meeting we also plan to spend time planning strategically about how to encourage and educate churches in 
this area so we can follow through with action not just words.

I am hoping there will be many men willing to take the statement coming out of this meeting to their 
presbyteries who will send it up to the GA as an overture. This will accomplish two things. First, any 
presbyteries who pass it will be sending the same consensus statement. It would be a nightmare if overtures 
received several different statements and was charged with merging them somehow. Second, if the same 
consensus statement is sent up by multiple presbyteries, it will send a message to overtures that our 
denomination wants a strong statement, and that we should think carefully before we cut things out.

Two other quick notes:

First, as much as many of us want a statement from GA, remember you do not have to wait for the General 
Assembly to pass a statement for your presbytery to act. I would encourage you all to work toward that end. I 
would advise waiting until we have the consensus statement by the end of the year to see if you would like to 
use it for your presbytery’s statement regardless of what GA in Houston decides.

Second, some of you have let me know you are willing to advocate for the consensus statement as an 
overture to the GA from your presbytery. If you are willing, but have not communicated that to me, please let 
me know soon so I can communicate well with you as this develops.

Please feel free to call me with any questions or concerns about this (678-524-5595). Thanks so much.

Your Servant,

Mike Sloan

tel:(678)%20524-5595
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

Men,

I am praying for those of you bringing the Word this morning. May you be passionate, confident in Christ, 
aware of your own great mercy received. I pray that we run into the breach this morning, brothers, with the 
only tools we've been given. 

Christ is King,

JK
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to thenp@googlegroups.com

Brothers:

I wanted to reach out because I desire to benefit from the collective wisdom of the National 
Partnership. Our Presbytery (James River) is poised to multiply into two Presbyteries and we've 
used this time to reframe some of the structures and culture of our Presbytery. I will serve as part of 
the new Leadership Development Committee in the Presbytery to nurture and credential men called 
to ministry. As part of our work I'd like to help recast the exams we use for licensure and ordination. I 
wonder if there are good examples from other Presbyteries that share the vision of the National 
Partnership. Could you direct me to any resources that you are aware of and that you have used in 
your local contexts?

I am grateful for your partnership in the gospel,

Erik Bonkovsky
Pastor

City Church of Richmond
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to TheNP@googlegroups.com

[The following communication is confidential and may not be shared without the permission of the sender]

Partnership Website: http://thenationalpartnership.com (password: 'gal220')

1. Additions (140 elders in 48 presbyteries)

None. Here are presbyteries where we do not yet have Partnership members:

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Great Lakes

Gulf Coast

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Philadelphia MW

Piedmont Triad

http://thenationalpartnership.com/


Providence

Wisconsin

If you have like-minded friends in those presbyteries that you would like to invite please let me know.

2. News

TE Mike Sloan, who offered a personal resolution on the issue of child sexual abuse in the church at 
Greenville's General Assembly, will be meeting with other denominational leaders in December to craft a 
consensus statement for this year's Overtures Committee. If any of you are willing to speak for the consensus 
statement by offering the same statement as an overture on the floor of your presbyteries, please contact 
mike (mikea...@gmail.com). It will be easier to pass an overture in tact through the OC if several presbyteries 
offer a version as similar as possible to the others. Here's a link to Mike's interview about child sexual abuse in
the church with ByFaith (http://byfaithonline.com/key-questions-about-child-sexual-abuse-in-the-church/).

The SJC is currently considering the three re-trial overtures (Calvary, Gulf Coast, MS Valley) regarding the TE 
Leithart trial before PNW Presbytery. The Oct 17-18 meeting recessed and reconvenes Nov 4 for a likely 
decision. The deeper question appears to be less about Leithart himself and more about whether BCO 34-1 
applies in this particular case (34-1. Process against a minister shall be entered before the Presbytery of which
he is a member. However, if the Presbytery refuses to act in doctrinal cases or cases of public scandal and two 
other Presbyteries request the General Assembly to assume original jurisdiction (to first receive and initially 
hear and determine), the General Assembly shall do so.) that is, did PNW "refuse to act". Some in the 
blogosphere have maintained that they (and many other, in their words) pastors and churches will depart the 
PCA if the SJC refuses these appeals. 

In light of the interest in the Leithart case and disagreement about the SJC's review process among some in 
our denomination NP member Sean Lucas and his session crafted the language of overture 1 
(http://theaquilareport.com/grace-presbytery-overtures-the-pca-ga-to-amend-bco-15-5-to-vote-on-sjc-
decisions/). While I'm not yet sure where I fall on the subject it's worth thinking through. I've created space 
on the website here (http://thenationalpartnership.com/overture-1-voting-on-sjc-decisions/) and Sean has 
answered a few questions about the overture's intent and effect. Please feel free to interact.

3. Calendar:

Fall/Winter: Overtures from previous GA up for vote at the presbytery level. GA seminars are scheduled and 
openings filled.

March 22: Nominating Committee meets in Atlanta to staff denominational permanent and special 
committees. 

http://thenationalpartnership.com/overture-1-voting-on-sjc-decisions
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April 18: Overtures requiring CCB opinion 

May 28-31: RPR (Review of Presbytery Records) meets in Atlanta.The NP starts discussions on all overtures set
for GA this month.

June: Houston in the Summer! Being a member of the NP presumes that you'll be in attendance at GA. We'll 
try for an informal beer/pizza meeting during the week.

Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.
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1. Additions (141 elders in 50 presbyteries)
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TE Daniel Millward (Great Lakes)

Here are presbyteries where we do not yet have Partnership members:

Catawba Valley

Central Carolina

Central Georgia

Covenant

Eastern Pennsylvania

Fellowship

Gulf Coast

Mississippi Valley

New Jersey

New River

New York State

North Florida

Northern California

Illiana

Northern new Eng

NW Georgia

Pacific

Piedmont Triad

Providence

Wisconsin

If you have like-minded friends in those presbyteries that you would like to invite please let me know.

2. News

The SJC denied (15-1-1) three overtures seeking an appeal regarding the disposition of the Leithart case (that 
the Pacific Northwest Presbytery did not err in acquitting Leithart). This is a link to the 



decision:http://byfaithonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/11/2013-SJC-Answer-to-Overtures-20-21-22-w-
votes-and-Concurrence.pdf . The action by the SJC was predictably unpopular in the blogosphere among 
those threatening to leave the denomination. 

 

TE Cannata, Larson, Hoop and Gwennap have commented on TE Sean Lucas’ post on the NP website 
regarding Overture 3. My own read is that we will need some sort of additional language regarding the SJC’s 
review process, but that we haven’t yet seen that language. Check out the conversation here: 
(http://thenationalpartnership.com/overture-1-voting-on-sjc-decisions/). Please feel free to interact.

3. Action Items

It’s time to think about committee assignments and committee of commissioners for the General Assembly.

Nominating Committee: This committee is tasked with filling the committees of our denomination with 
qualified men. The committee meeting is March 22nd in Atlanta and your travel/lodging expenses are 
reimbursed by the denomination. The work of this committee might really be the most efficient way to 
contribute to the work of helping to lead our denomination. Those who sit on the NC will have to deliberate 
together and work through the biographies of men submitted by their presbyteries. This is a critical 
committee. Below are the presbyteries where we have Partnership members and there are either vacancies 
or the term of the seated presbyter is expiring. Each presbytery rotates RE/TE every three year term. However
your presbytery may nominate based on availability (RE/TE). If you are in one of these presbyteries please 
consider joining in the work of this committee:

Central Indiana (RE)

Chesapeake (TE)

Evangel (TE)

Gulf Stream (RE)

Iowa (RE)

Metro Atlanta (RE)

North Texas (RE)

Northern Illinois (RE)

Philadelphia (TE)

Pittsburgh (TE)

Platte Valley (TE)

Potomac (TE)

http://thenationalpartnership.com/overture-1-voting-on-sjc-decisions
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Siouxlands (TE)

South Florida (TE)

Southeast Louisiana (RE)

Southwest (RE)

Suncoast (FL) (TE)

Review of Presbytery Records: Serving on RPR is a three-day commitment May 28-31 - and the PCA 
pays the expenses. This committee reviews the minutes presbyteries submit to the General 
Assembly to ensure the minutes of presbytery are in order – that is, there are no strange deviations, 
exceptions recorded that strike at the vitals of our system, etc. What sounds perhaps mild-mannered
has become a battleground for theological axe-grinding. While there are many who seek to serve on 
this committee for less litigious reasons, there are others who see RPR as an opportunity to move 
the lines of orthodoxy in the PCA. It is always necessary to have wise and qualified men serving in 
this committee to ensure that our denomination is accurately represented in these discussions. The 
rules regarding the RE/TE alternating slots are similar to the NC. If there is not a qualified man of a 
particular office willing to serve your presbytery may appoint one representative of the other office. 
Below is a list of NP presbyteries where there is a vacancy. 

Central Indiana (TE)

Chesapeake (RE)

Evangel (RE)

Gulf Stream (TE) 

Illiana (TE)

Iowa (TE)

Metro Atlanta (TE)

North Texas (TE)

Northern California (TE)

Northern Illinois (TE)

Philadelphia (RE)

Pittsburgh (RE)

Platte Valley (RE)

Potomac (RE)

South Florida (RE)

Southeast Louisiana (TE)



Southwest (TE)

Suncoast (FL) (RE)

GA Committee of Commissioners:

I’ve heard nothing yet about any particular committees that require special attention outside of they 
typical: Overtures, Admin, Inter-church Relations. I would love to see you men taking the opportunity to serve
– anywhere really! - but in particular those committees can be volatile and influential in the work of our 
denomination. 

4. Calendar:

Fall/Winter: Overtures from previous GA up for vote at the presbytery level. GA seminars are scheduled and 
openings filled.

March 22: Nominating Committee meets in Atlanta to staff denominational permanent and special 
committees. 

April 18: Overtures requiring CCB opinion 

May 28-31: RPR (Review of Presbytery Records) meets in Atlanta.The NP starts discussions on all overtures set
for GA this month.

June: Houston in the Summer! Being a member of the NP presumes that you'll be in attendance at GA. We'll 
try for an informal beer/pizza meeting during the week.

Google Groups Instructions

Google groups manages our group emails. 

1. Emailing this address (th...@googlegroups.com) will communicate with the group as a whole. Your 
email to the entire group must have this address in the 'To' field rather than the 'CC' field.

2. Replying to a group email (from th...@googlegroups.com) will only be sent to me (James Kessler) as 
the group originator/moderator but will be sent to the whole group if that is your intent.
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